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Abstract

In systems biology, mathematical models are widely used as they deepen the understanding

of biological processes. These models rely on model parameters, such as kinetic rate con-

stants, and observable-related parameters, such as scaling and noise parameters. However,

these parameters are often unknown a priori and have to be inferred from experimental

data. The ever-increasing amount of biological knowledge and more advanced measurement

techniques result in the development of larger and more comprehensive models, which

ultimately pose new challenges in parameter inference.

In this thesis, I first developed a collection of ordinary differential equation (ODE) models

to describe the dynamics of two gastric cancer cell lines: a cetuximab responder and a

non-responder. To unravel causal differences between the two cell lines beyond mutation

patterns, the model collection comprised different mechanistic hypotheses at distinct parts

of the underlying signaling pathways. I performed model calibration and selection using a

large dataset, which revealed an optimal candidate model in the considered set. On this

model, I conducted uncertainty quantification and validated the model predictive power.

The latter, I carried out under a wide range of experimental conditions. All validations of

the model were successful, highlighting the value and potential of the proposed model.

Afterwards and in parts motivated by the models previously introduced, I focused on the

dimensionality problem for Bayesian parameter inference in mathematical models. To

this end, I derived a marginalization-based approach to reduce the dimensionality of the

considered models focusing on observation-related parameters. The proposed approach is

shown particularly in the context of ODE models with relative measurement data, where

observable and noise parameter are integrated out of the estimation problem. Using Markov

chain Monte Carlo sampling, I applied this approach to a collection of published models –

including the aforementioned gastric cancer model. I found this approach to be not only

more efficient than standard methods (where the full parameter space is sampled), but to

also enable sampling-based parameter inference and uncertainty quantification for large

models where standard approaches failed.

The concepts and methods presented in this thesis enable an efficient Bayesian parameter

inference of large and comprehensive mechanistic models, and expand the knowledge of

biological systems – with a focus on gastric cancer – providing new mechanistic insights.





Zusammenfassung

In der Systembiologie sind mathematische Modelle weit verbreitet, da sie das Verständnis

für biologische Prozesse vertiefen. Diese Modelle beruhen auf Modellparametern, wie

kinetischen Geschwindigkeitskonstanten, und beobachtungsbezogenen Parametern, wie

Skalierungs- und Rauschparametern. Diese Parameter sind jedoch häufig a priori unbekannt

und müssen aus experimentellen Daten abgeleitet werden. Die ständig wachsende Menge an

biologischem Wissen und fortschrittlichere Messverfahren führen zur Entwicklung größerer

und umfassenderer Modelle, die neue Herausforderungen bei der Inferenz von Parametern

mit sich bringen.

In dieser Arbeit habe ich zunächst eine Reihe von Modellen basierend auf gewöhnlichen

Differentialgleichungen (ODE) entwickelt, um die Dynamik von zwei Magenkrebs-Zelllinien

zu beschreiben: ein Cetuximab-Responder und ein Non-Responder. Um die kausalen Un-

terschiede zwischen den beiden Zelllinien über die Mutationsmuster hinaus zu entschlüsseln,

umfasste die Modellsammlung verschiedene mechanistische Hypothesen an unterschiedlichen

Stellen der zugrunde liegenden Signalwege. Ich führte eine Modellkalibrierung und -auswahl

anhand eines großen Datensatzes durch, die einen optimalen Modellkandidat in der be-

trachteten Gruppe ergab. Anhand dieses Modells führte ich eine Quantifizierung der

Unsicherheit durch und validierte die Vorhersagekraft des Modells. Letzteres habe ich

unter einer Vielzahl von Versuchsbedingungen durchgeführt. Alle Validierungsversuche des

Modells waren erfolgreich, was den Wert und das Potenzial des vorgeschlagenen Modells

unterstreicht.

Anschließend konzentrierte ich mich, zum Teil motiviert durch die zuvor vorgestellten

Modelle, auf das Dimensionalitätsproblem bei der bayesianischen Parameterinferenz in

mathematischen Modellen. Zu diesem Zweck leitete ich einen auf Marginalisierung basieren-

den Ansatz zur Reduzierung der Dimensionalität der betrachteten Modelle ab, der sich auf

beobachtungsbezogene Parameter konzentriert. Die Vorteile des vorgeschlagenen Ansatzes

werden insbesondere im Kontext von ODE-Modellen mit relativen Messdaten aufgezeigt,

bei denen beobachtbare und Rauschparameter aus dem Schätzproblem integriert werden.

Unter Verwendung von Markov chain Monte Carlo Sampling wandte ich diesen Ansatz

auf eine Sammlung von veröffentlichten Modellen an – einschließlich des oben erwähnten

Magenkrebsmodells. Ich stellte fest, dass dieser Ansatz nicht nur effizienter ist als Stan-

dardmethoden (bei denen der gesamte Parameterraum abgetastet wird), sondern auch eine



stichprobenbasierte Parameterinferenz und Unsicherheitsquantifizierung für große Modelle

ermöglicht, bei denen Standardansätze versagten.

Die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten Konzepte und Methoden ermöglichen eine effiziente

Bayesianische Parameterinferenz großer und holistischer mechanistischer Modelle und

erweitern das Wissen über biologische Systeme, wobei der Schwerpunkt hier auf Magenkrebs

liegt und neue mechanistische Erkenntnisse liefert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

What is mathematics? It is only a systematic effort of solving puzzles posed by nature.

—Shakuntala Devi

Interdisciplinary research has emerged over the last decades and it has been shown as a

key factor to reach a high impact in the scientific community (Okamura, 2019). Likewise,

the synergy between biology and mathematics has extended both fields greatly in the last

centuries. For example, many well-known mathematical methods, such as Markov chains

(Robert & Casella, 2004), initially arose from biological problems (Cohen, 2004). This

constant interplay has originated the research field of systems biology (Ideker et al., 2001;

Kitano, 2002; Klipp et al., 2005).

1.1. Mathematical modeling of biological systems

In systems biology, mathematical models – especially mechanistic models – are widely used

to gain causal descriptions and insights about underlying biological processes. They allow

to extend and circumvent possible limitations arising from only using biological experiments

(Kitano, 2002). Additionally, they can predict the dynamics and latent variables of a

system of interest (Adlung et al., 2017). Models based on ordinary differential equations

(ODEs) are among the most popular mechanistic models (Ingalls, 2013; Klipp et al., 2005).

Applications of ODE models range from intracellular signal transduction (Bachmann et al.,

2011; Kholodenko, 2007; Swameye et al., 2003), gene regulation (Kühn et al., 2009), cell

cycle (Lloyd, 2013), metabolism (Smallbone & Mendes, 2013), and apoptosis (Spencer &

Sorger, 2011); to diseases such as cancer (Fey et al., 2015; Hass et al., 2017), and infectious

diseases in human populations (Giordano et al., 2020; Kermack et al., 1927; Zhao & Chen,

2020). Furthermore, mechanistic models can be used in the area of personalized medicine

(Ogilvie et al., 2015; Saez-Rodriguez & Blüthgen, 2020). The ability of ODE models to

describe and provide further mechanistic insights, within the broad spectrum of plausible

applications, elucidate the widespread interest in using them to understand and research

various biological processes and diseases.
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Figure 1.1.: Published studies using mathematical models in cancer research. In the
left panel, yearly PubMed query results for mathematical/mechanistic/computational
model for cancer (without distinction of types), and specific to female breast, lung, and
gastric/stomach cancer are shown. In the right panel, the fraction of the total amount of
publications across the years is depicted. Results were extracted on the 3rd of January,
2022. The search query terms are listed in Annex A.

Mathematical modeling in cancer research Cancer is a major leading cause of death

worldwide (Bray et al., 2021). Lung, gastric/stomach and female breast cancer are among

the most deadly cancers (Sung et al., 2021). Over the last decades, cancer research has

benefited increasingly from mathematical and computational approaches, as evidenced by

the constantly increasing number of publications (Figure 1.1). Altrock et al. (2015) provide

an overview of various types of mathematical models to describe cancer at different scales.

Yet, only a small fraction from all available modeling studies has focused specifically on

female breast cancer (12%), lung cancer (5%), and gastric cancer (1%) as indicated in

Figure 1.1. Among others, this is an obstacle to define personalized treatments, or to

discover suitable biomarkers for patient stratification, in these particular cancer types. This

is especially relevant for gastric cancer, which is clearly underrepresented in the literature

(Figure 1.1). Therefore, more comprehensive mechanistic models tailored to specific cancer

types are needed to pave the way towards personalized medicine.

1.2. Parameter inference

Mechanistic models based on ODEs usually comprise unknown parameters, such as kinetic

rate constants, which in most cases cannot be directly measured experimentally. Instead,

these need to be inferred from experimental data (Tarantola, 2005). This is frequently

done by optimizing an objective function, e.g. a likelihood or least-squares function, which
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quantitatively evaluates the discrepancy of model simulation and measurement data. In a

Bayesian setting, this is combined with prior knowledge (Fröhlich et al., 2019).

The overall goal of parameter estimation is the identification of optimal point estimates,

e.g. using optimization methods, and uncertainty quantification, e.g. using profile likelihoods

or Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling (Raue et al., 2013b). Computationally

speaking, parameter inference can be a challenging task, even for small-size models (Kapfer

et al., 2019). This is often caused by the non-convex and multi-modal, i.e. with multiple

modes, nature of the objective function. Therefore, efficient and scalable approaches are

needed.

Mostly, the experimental data used to calibrate a model is subject to measurement

errors. These can be quantified if experimental replicates are available, however they

are often unknown and have to be inferred along with the model parameters. On top of

this, commonly used experimental techniques – such as Western blotting (Renart et al.,

1979), fluorescence microscopy (Sanderson et al., 2014) or flow cytometry (Herzenberg

et al., 2006) – provide in the first place only relative information about the absolute

concentrations of interest. All this comes with a cost, as for the mapping between model

simulation and measurements, the incorporation of additional parameters is required (Loos

et al., 2018). Consequently, this increases the complexity of the inference problem and

raises the need for tailored methods. In the context of relative data, either data-driven

normalization (Degasperi et al., 2017), or additional observable parameters have been

applied. For the latter, hierarchical approaches were developed to reduce the resulting

increased dimensionality of the parameter space by exploiting the problem structure (Loos

et al., 2018; Schmiester et al., 2019; Weber et al., 2011). These approaches have shown to

substantially improve optimizer efficiency for models of various sizes, including large-scale

models (Schmiester et al., 2019). However, these methods cannot be applied if a rigorous

Bayesian uncertainty quantification using MCMC methods is intended.

1.3. Overview and contributions of this thesis

In this thesis, I focus on the following open problems and challenges:

(i) Limited availability of mechanistic models of gastric cancer. Despite of gastric

cancer being the fifth most common cancer and fourth leading cause of death from

cancer worldwide (Sung et al., 2021), the number of available mechanistic models

developed for this disease is very small constituting only 1% of all available models

in cancer research (Figure 1.1). This implies that model reusability in this context is
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very limited. Therefore, the development of gastric cancer mechanistic models using

standardized formats is needed.

(ii) Use of relative measurement data for model calibration (substantially) increases

the dimension of the estimation problem. Mechanistic models often comprise not

only parameters which govern the dynamics, but also observable and noise parameters

which relate to the measurement process. Mostly, these additional parameters need to

be estimated along with the dynamic parameters increasing – in cases, substantially

– the dimension of the problem. Approaches to tackle this exist (Loos et al., 2018;

Schmiester et al., 2019; Weber et al., 2011), however none of them are suitable for

uncertainty quantification using Bayesian sampling-based approaches.

(iii) Convergence failure of available sampling algorithms when applied to large mech-

anistic models. It is well-known that MCMC sampling methods tend to suffer from

the curse of dimensionality when the number of sampled dimensions rises (Bellman,

1961). The more comprehensive a mechanistic model becomes, the more parameters

are needed. However, changes in parameter dimensionality are not always related

to growing model complexity. For example, in mechanistic models calibrated with

relative measurement data, the more data is available, the more observable (e.g. scal-

ing constants) and noise parameters are needed. All these contribute to hinder the

convergence to the posterior distribution.

Especially problems (ii) and (iii) arise when modeling various biological processes and

impede a reliable computational analysis of the system of interest. In this thesis, I provide

a basis to address the following biological question:

(iv) In gastric cancer, the patient response to cetuximab treatment is heterogeneous.

This phenomenon has prohibited the use of cetuximab in the clinical practice. There-

fore, the development and discovery of predictive biomarkers to enable patient

stratification is needed.

To address the aforementioned issues, these are my main contributions in this thesis:

(1) Development of a gastric cancer model which captures different cell lines. I

developed a mechanistic model based on ODEs describing the MET, EGFR, ERK

and AKT signaling pathways for two distinct cell lines. The model also accounts for

different mutation patterns present in the considered cell lines, and for dynamical

differences due to changes in the cell culture media. Furthermore, it incorporates

available knowledge about the dynamical parameters and it is implemented in the
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standardized SBML (Hucka et al., 2003) and PEtab format for parameter estimation

(Schmiester et al., 2021). This contribution addresses problem (i) and (iv).

(2) Unraveling causal differences of cetuximab responder and non-responder cell lines.

The gastric cancer model that I developed was applied to study the dynamics of

cetuximab responder and non-responder cell lines. To model differences in the cell

lines, I built a collection of eight mathematical models considering different parts of

the proposed model to be cell line specific. Performing model selection, I found that

the model assuming cell line specific dynamics at the EGFR turnover level seems

to be most reasonable. Lastly, I performed uncertainty analysis and validated the

predictions of the best candidate model. This contribution addresses problems (i)

and (iv).

(3) Efficient sampling of mechanistic models using relative measurements employing

a marginalization-based approach. I developed an approach based on the analytical

marginalization of the posterior to reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space.

The parameters subject to marginalization include those not influencing the dynamics

of the considered model, i.e. observable and noise parameters. The marginalization-

based approach for sampling achieved a higher performance in terms of effective

sample size per unit of time, especially for multi-modal posteriors, than the standard

approach, where the full posterior is sampled. This contribution addresses problem (ii).

(4) Application of the novel marginalization-based sampling approach to the gastric

cancer model. I applied the introduced framework of the marginalization-based

approach for sampling to assess parameter uncertainty in the gastric cancer model

that I developed in (1). Due to the model and dataset size, the standard approach

failed. Yet, the marginalization-based approach robustly converged to the posterior.

This enabled the global assessment of parameter uncertainty using MCMC sampling

for larger models. This contribution addresses problem (iii).

Some of these contributions are already part of peer-reviewed publications, currently

submitted to peer-reviewed journals or in preparation. Parts of the work in this thesis thus

correspond or are to some extent similar to the following publications:

• Raimúndez, E., Keller, S., Zwingenberger, G., Ebert, K., Hug, S., Theis, F. J.,

Maier, D., Luber, B., and Hasenauer, J. (2020). Model-based analysis of response

and resistance factors of cetuximab treatment in gastric cancer cell lines. PLoS

Computational Biology, 16(3):e1007147. doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007147.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007147
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• Raimúndez, E., and Hasenauer, J. Posterior marginalization accelerates Bayesian

inference for dynamical systems, in preparation.

Further, results of the following publications in which I was involved are used although not

discussed in detail:

• Raimúndez, E., Dudkin, E., Vanhoefer, J., Alamoudi, E., Merkt, S., Fuhrmann, L.,

Bai, F., and Hasenauer, J. (2021). COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan demonstrates

the limitations of publicly available case numbers for epidemiological modelling.

Epidemics, 100439. doi:10.1016/j.epidem.2021.100439.

• Schmiester, L.∗, Schälte, Y.∗, Bergmann, F. T., Camba, T., Dudkin, E., Egert, J.,

Fröhlich, F., Fuhrmann, L., Hauber, A. L., Kemmer, S., Lakrisenko, P., Loos, C.,

Merkt, S., Pathirana, D., Raimúndez, E., Refisch, L., Rosenblatt, M., Stapor, P. L.,

Städter, P., Wang, D., Wieland, F., Banga, J. R., Timmer, J., Villaverde, A. F.,

Sahle, S., Kreutz, C., Hasenauer, J., and Weindl, D. (2021). PEtab – Interop-

erable specification of parameter estimation problems in systems biology. PLoS

Computational Biology, 17(1):e1008646. doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1008646.

• Hass, H.∗, Loos, C.∗, Raimúndez-Álvarez, E., Timmer, J., Hasenauer, J.†, and

Kreutz, C.† (2019). Benchmark problems for dynamic modeling of intracellular

processes. Bioinformatics, 17(1):3073-3082. doi:10.1093/bioinformatics/btz020.

• Villaverde, A. F., Raimúndez, E., Hasenauer, J., and Banga, J. R. (2019). A

comparison of methods for quantifying prediction uncertainty in systems biology.

IFAC-PapersOnLine, 52(26):45-51. doi:10.1016/j.ifacol.2019.12.234.

Other contributions of my doctoral research which are not included in this thesis are:

• Contento, L., Castelletti, N., Raimúndez, E., Le Gleut, R., Schälte, Y., Stapor, P. L.,

Hinske, L. C., Hoelscher, M., Wieser, A., Radon, K., Fuchs, C., Hasenauer, J., and

the KoCo19 study group (2021). Integrative modelling of reported case numbers and

seroprevalence reveals time-dependent test efficiency and infection rates. medRxiv.

doi:10.1101/2021.10.01.21263052

• Haffner, I., Schierle, K., Raimúndez, E., Geier, B., Maier, D., Hasenauer, J.,

Luber, B., Walch, A., Kolbe, K., J. R. Knorrenschild, A. Kretzschmar, B. Rau,

L. F. Weikersthal, Ahlborn, M., Siegler, G., Fuxius, S., Decker, T., Wittekind, C.,

∗,† denotes equal author contribution

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.epidem.2021.100439
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1008646
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btz020
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ifacol.2019.12.234
https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.10.01.21263052
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and Lordick, F. (2021). HER2 expression, test deviations, and their impact on survival

in metastatic gastric cancer: Results from the prospective multicenter VARIANZ

study. Journal of Clinical Oncology, 20.02761. doi:10.1200/JCO.20.02761.

• Villaverde, A. F., Raimúndez, E., Hasenauer, J., and Banga, J. R. Assessment of

prediction uncertainty quantification methods in systems biology, in preparation.

• Ebert, K., Haffner, I., Zwingenberger, G., Keller, S., Raimúndez, E., Geffers, R.,

Wirtz, R., Barbaria, E., Hollerieth, V., Arnold, R., Walch, A., Hasenauer, J., Maier, D.,

Lordick, F., and Luber, B. Combining gene expression analysis of gastric cancer cell

lines and tumor specimens to identify biomarkers for anti-HER therapies – The role

of HAS2, SHB and HB-EGF, under review.

• Ebert, K., Zwingenberger, G., Barbaria, E., Keller, S., Heck, C., Arnold, R., Holleri-

eth, V., Mattes, J., Geffers, R., Raimúndez, E., Hasenauer, J., and Luber, B. (2020).

Determining the effects of trastuzumab, cetuximab and afatinib by phosphoprotein,

gene expression and phenotypic analysis in gastric cancer cell lines. BMC Cancer,

20(1):1-19. doi:10.1186/s12885-020-07540-7.

In addition to the contribution to these research articles, I also contributed to the develop-

ment of several toolboxes which enable the reusability of the here developed methods:

• pyPESTO (https://github.com/icb-dcm/pypesto, see Schälte et al. (2021)): A

Python-based parameter estimation toolbox providing an integrated platform for

different optimization and uncertainty quantification algorithms.

• PEtab (https://github.com/petab-dev/petab, see Schmiester et al. (2021)): A

standardized, interoperable format to define parameter estimation problems based on

SBML (Hucka et al., 2003) and tab-separated value files, alongside a Python-based

library.

1.4. Outline of this thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2, I introduce the notation

and background on ODE modeling of biological processes, as well as parameter inference and

uncertainty analysis. Additionally, I provide a background to model selection. Chapters 3

and 4 gather my main contributions in this thesis. In Chapter 3, I present the development

of a mechanistic model of gastric cancer to study response and resistance factors for

cetuximab treatment. The model captures the MET, EGFR, ERK and AKT signaling

https://doi.org/10.1200/JCO.20.02761
https://doi.org/10.1186/s12885-020-07540-7
https://github.com/icb-dcm/pypesto
https://github.com/petab-dev/petab
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pathways in two gastric cancer cell lines. I calibrate the model using a comprehensive

dataset, and provide an assessment of parameter and prediction uncertainties. I show

that the proposed model facilitates the identification of causal differences between the cell

lines, and provides predictions for the responses to multiple validation experiments. In

Chapter 4, I propose a marginalization-based approach that analytically integrates over

observable and noise parameters yielding a lower-dimensional posterior, and derive the

distributions to retrieve these parameters subject to marginalization. I show the benefit

of this newly developed approach on various application examples, including the gastric

cancer model that I developed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 5, I conclude this thesis with a

summary of my main contributions and an outlook on prospective further developments.

The following parts of this thesis are written from the we-perspective.



Chapter 2

Background

Parts of this chapter are based on and partly identical to the following publications of the

thesis author:

• Raimúndez, E., and Hasenauer, J. Posterior marginalization accelerates Bayesian

inference for dynamical systems, in preparation.

• Raimúndez, E., Dudkin, E., Vanhoefer, J., Alamoudi, E., Merkt, S., Fuhrmann, L.,

Bai, F., and Hasenauer, J. (2021). COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan demonstrates

the limitations of publicly available case numbers for epidemiological modelling.

Epidemics, 100439. doi:10.1016/j.epidem.2021.100439.

In this chapter, we introduce the notation and describe the relevant methods on which

this thesis is founded. Firstly, we describe the modeling of biological systems using

ordinary differential equations, and how the link between model output and measurements

is constructed. Secondly, we describe how the inference of the unknown parameters –

including uncertainty analysis – in these models is performed from two different perspectives:

frequentist and Bayesian. Lastly, we outline different methods to perform model selection.

2.1. Mathematical modeling of biological systems

Mathematical models are very valuable tools to gain insights about the underlying mech-

anisms of biological processes. A wide range of modeling techniques, depending on the

studied data type and research question, are available. Among others, examples are:

Markov jump processes, reaction rate equation models, and agent-based models. In this

thesis, we focus on deterministic reaction rate equation models, which are frequently used

to model population averages (Klipp et al., 2005). In the following, we present their

structure, as well as how the link to the experimental data required for parameter inference

is constructed.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.epidem.2021.100439
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2.1.1. Ordinary differential equation models

Reaction rate equation models are based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the

form

ẋ(t, θ, u) = f(x(t, θ, u), θ, u), x(t0, θ, u) = x0(θ, u), (2.1)

in which the vector field f : Rnx × Rnθ × Rnu → Rnx denotes the temporal evolution of

the state variables x = x(t, θ, u) ∈ Rnx at time t ∈ [t0, T ] ⊂ R. We assume that the vector

field f is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in x, then, following Picard’s existence theorem

(Coddington & Levinson, 1955) the local existence and uniqueness of the solution of (2.1)

is assured. The state vector x(t, θ, u) ∈ Rnx describes the amount of the modeled species

which can range, e.g., from mRNA and protein concentrations to number of individuals

in a population. The vector of unknown model parameters, which is estimated from

the measurements, is denoted as θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rnθ , where Θ is the domain of biologically

reasonable parameter values. Usually, θ includes reaction rate constants and initial amounts

of species. The vector of known inputs, i.e. different experimental conditions such as drug

concentrations or gene mutations, is denoted as u = u(t) ∈ Rnu . We assume model and

input parameters to stay constant over time. Here and in the following, nx ∈ N is the total

number of modeled species, nθ ∈ N the total number of model parameters, and nu ∈ N the

total number of known inputs.

2.1.2. Constructing the observables

The unknown model parameters θ are inferred from the measurements. For that, an

appropriate link between the model outputs and experimental data is needed. Often,

single measurements provide information on a set of species, such as the total amount

of a phosphorylated protein, rather than on a single species. The link is constructed by

introducing an observation function h : Rnx × Rnθ × Rnu → Rny , which maps the states,

model parameters and inputs, to observables y(t, θ, u) ∈ Rny via

y(t, θ, u) = h(x(t, θ, u), θ, u),

where ny ∈ N is the total number of observables. The observables are the measured

properties of the model. Frequently, measurements are noise corrupted. Hence, to obtain

the measurements ȳ the model also must capture experimental errors by defining a noise

model.
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For the most part, independent and additive Gaussian-distributed noise is assumed

ȳiy ,it,ie = yiy(tit , θ, u
ie) + εiy ,it,ie , with εiy ,it,ie ∼ N (0, σ2

iy ,it,ie), (2.2)

with observable index iy, time index it, experimental condition index ie, and noise param-

eters σ ∈ Rnσ . The total number of noise parameters is denoted by nσ = ny × ne × nt,
with nt ∈ N as the total number of time points and ne ∈ N as the total number of distinct

experimental conditions. In this particular noise model, the noise parameters correspond

to the standard deviations of the Gaussian distribution. In addition to this, other common

noise assumptions include: (i) log-normally-distributed multiplicative noise (Kreutz et al.,

2007), and (ii) Laplace-distributed noise. The first is often assumed when noise levels are

proportional to measurement values (Raue et al., 2013b), while the latter has shown to

be more robust especially in the presence of measurement outliers (Maier et al., 2017).

Depending on the measurement process, the noise parameters may be unknown for all or

for a subgroup of the observables. For example, when experimental replicates are available,

the noise parameters can be directly obtained. Yet, often they are unknown.

We denote the group of all measurements as

D = {ȳiy ,it,ie}
iy=1,...,ny
it=1,...,nt
ie=1,...,ne

.

Most measurement techniques only provide relative information about the absolute concen-

trations of interest. Consequently, we must consider an additional measurement process

function g : Rny × Rnξ → Rny

y(t, θ, u, ξ) = g(h(x(t, θ, u), θ, u), ξ)

with observable parameters ξ ∈ Rnξ , and total number of observable parameters nξ ∈ N.

These parameters are often unknown and, therefore, also need to be estimated along with

the unknown model and noise parameters. One of the most common measurement process

function is a linear transformation of the form

g(h(x(t, θ, u), θ, u), s) = s · h(x(t, θ, u), θ, u) (2.3)

with observable parameters s, often denoted (for this specific case) as scaling constants.

This structure is employed in Chapters 3 and 4. For additional examples of measurement

process functions see (Schmiester et al., 2019).
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2.2. Frequentist parameter inference

The mathematical models previously introduced rely on model parameters, e.g. kinetic

rate constants and initial conditions, noise parameters, e.g. shape parameters related

to the assumed noise distribution, and observable parameters, e.g. scaling and offset

constants. All these parameters usually cannot be directly measured, hence to obtain them

we need to solve an inverse problem. In other words, the unknown parameters are inferred

from experimental data. In this section, we describe how models introduced in Section 2.1

can be calibrated to measurements from a frequentist perspective (Raue et al., 2013b) and,

subsequently, how uncertainty in the inferred parameters is quantified.

2.2.1. Likelihood function

The likelihood p(D|θ, ξ, σ) is the conditional density of observing the measurement data

D given a model and its corresponding model parameters θ, observable parameters ξ and

noise parameters σ. Let us denote the set of unknown θ, ξ and σ, as ψ = (θ, ξ, σ) with

ψ ∈ Rnψ , and the total number of unknown parameters nψ = nθ + nξ + nσ. Then, if we

assume independent and additive Gaussian-distributed noise, the likelihood function is in

the form of

p(D|ψ) =

ny∏
iy=1

nt∏
it=1

ne∏
ie=1

1√
2πσiy ,it,ie

exp

−1

2

(
ȳiy ,it,ie − yiy(tit ,θ, uie , ξ)

σiy ,it,ie

)2
 . (2.4)

The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) ψ̂ maximizes the likelihood function,

ψ̂ = arg max
ψ∈Ψ

p(D|ψ), (2.5)

with the domain Ψ ⊂ Rnψ as the Cartesian product of Θ (Section 2.1.1) and the sets

of plausible observable and noise parameters. Hence, Ψ contains all physically plausible

parameters. For convenience, often the logarithm of the likelihood (2.4) is considered.

This favors numerical stability (Raue et al., 2013a) and, as the logarithm is a monotonic

function, the location of the optimum is conserved. Furthermore, since most optimization

algorithms are minimization routines, the negative log-likelihood is used instead. This is

given by

J (ψ) = − log p(D|ψ)

=
1

2

ny∑
iy=1

nt∑
it=1

ne∑
ie=1

log
(

2πσ2
iy ,it,ie

)
+

(
ȳiy ,it,ie − yiy(tit ,θ, uie , ξ)

σiy ,it,ie

)2

. (2.6)
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Additionally, when the noise parameters σiy ,it,ie are known from the measurements, the

negative log-likelihood is linked to the weighted least-squares function

JWLS(ψ) =

ny∑
iy=1

nt∑
it=1

ne∑
ie=1

wiy ,it,ie

(
ȳiy ,it,ie − yiy(tit ,θ, uie , ξ)

)2
(2.7)

with weights wiy ,it,ie = 1/2σ2
iy ,it,ie

. The constant terms can be disregarded, as they do not

alter the optima of the function.

On top of this, in the field of systems biology parameters have mostly non-negative values,

consequently these can be log-transformed. In (Hass et al., 2019) we showed substantial

benefits in the optimization, e.g. increased convexity, due to this transformation.

2.2.2. Parameter optimization

Optimization typically consists of minimizing an objective function J : Ψ→ R, such as

(2.6) or (2.7), given some constraints on the parameters. In the particular case of systems

biology, plausible domains Ψ of the parameters ψ are considered, e.g. non-negativity, in

the optimization problem. Frequently, these are simple box-constraints of the form

min
ψ∈Ψ
J (ψ)

s.t. l ≤ ψ ≤ u
(2.8)

with lower bounds l ∈ Rnψ , upper bounds u ∈ Rnψ and with l,u ∈ Ψ. Assuming that J
is continuous in the box [l,u]nψ , then the existence of at least one minimum value (and

one maximum value) is guaranteed according to the extreme value theorem. Optimality

conditions provide some structural information about the properties of optimal solutions.

Under the assumption of sufficiently large box boundaries or no bounds present, the

following theorems for optimality conditions are introduced.

Theorem 2.2.1 (First-order necessary condition for (local) optimality). If ψ∗ is an

unconstrained local minimizer of a differentiable function J : Ψ→ R, then we must have

∇J (ψ∗) = 0.

Thus, the first-order optimality is a necessary condition, but it is not sufficient since a

point with first-order optimality equal to zero is not necessarily a minimum.
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Theorem 2.2.2 (Second-order necessary condition for (local) optimality). If ψ∗ is an

unconstrained local minimizer of a twice differentiable function J : Ψ → R, then, in

addition to ∇J (ψ∗) = 0, we must have

∇2J (ψ∗) ≥ 0,

where ∇2J (ψ∗) denotes the Hessian matrix of J at ψ∗ and the inequality means that it is

positive semidefinite.

Therefore, the second-order necessary condition for optimality is not sufficient since a point

with first-order optimality equal to zero and a positive semidefinite Hessian matrix is not

necessarily a minimum (e.g. a saddle point).

Theorem 2.2.3 (Second-order sufficient condition for (local) optimality). Let us suppose

J : Ψ→ R is twice differentiable, ∇J (ψ∗) = 0, and

∇2J (ψ∗) > 0,

where ∇2J (ψ∗) denotes the Hessian matrix of J at ψ∗ and the inequality means that it is

positive definite. Then, ψ∗ is a strict local minimum of J .

Here, a point with first-order optimality condition sufficed and a positive definite Hessian

matrix is sufficient although not necessary for local optimality.

Accordingly, under the assumption of a continuous twice differentiable objective function

J , necessary and sufficient optimality conditions can be derived. If ψ∗ is an interior

point of [l,u]nψ and a local minimizer of (2.8), it holds that a minimum is found when

∇J (ψ∗) = 0 and ∇2J (ψ∗) > 0. However, in the case that all or some elements of ψ∗ lie

at the boundaries of the box, it holds that the necessary optimality condition for a local

minimum is given by

∂J (ψ∗)

∂ψ∗j


≥ 0, if ψ∗j = lj

= 0, if lj < ψ∗j < uj

≤ 0, if ψ∗j = uj

with parameter index j = 1, . . . , nψ (Boyd & Vandenberghe, 2004). Alternatively, more

general inequality constraints can occur, therefore the Lagrangian of the optimization

problem can be considered (Nocedal & Wright, 2006). Several well-established methods

exist to find the optimal parameters ψ∗ (Nocedal & Wright, 2006). In the following, we
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briefly discuss the most commonly used in the field of systems biology: local and global

parameter optimization methods.

Local parameter optimization

To find the optimal parameters of the problem (2.8), optimization has to be performed. To

achieve this, various methods were developed (Nocedal & Wright, 2006). Local optimization

aims at finding the locally optimal parameters for a specific region of the search space.

In case of problems that have only global optima, this will actually return the global

optimum. Various algorithms exist for local parameter optimization (Nocedal & Wright,

2006) and popular examples of these include: the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno

(BFGS) algorithm (Fletcher & Powell, 1963; Goldfarb, 1970; Nocedal, 1980), the Nelder-

Mead algorithm (Nelder & Mead, 1965), and the Hill-Climbing algorithm (De La Maza &

Yuret, 1994). The BFGS method belongs to the class of Quasi-Newton methods, which

means that it is a type of second-order optimization algorithm that approximates and

uses the second-order derivative (i.e. the Hessian) of the objective function using the first-

order derivative (i.e. the gradient). Various other optimization algorithms use derivative

information (which can be of first-, second-, or higher-order) for local optimization. These

can be arranged into two main groups: (i) line-search methods, which first fix a search

direction of descent, and then determine the step-size ensuring sufficient decrease (Wächter

& Biegler, 2006), and (ii) trust-region methods, which instead define a trust-region

around the current position in parameter space, then simultaneously determine the search

direction and step-size, and update the trust-region radius for the next step (Coleman & Li,

1996). In an own study (Hass et al., 2019) we have shown the latter to be more efficient.

However, for certain objective functions the first-order derivative may be unavailable,

unreliable or impractical to obtain. To circumvent this, gradient-free local optimization

methods exist including the aforementioned Nelder-Mead and Hill-Climbing algorithms.

Using these may be helpful in case gradient not possible. Yet, in the context of biolog-

ically motivated ODE models gradients are usually available, therefore gradient-based

optimization algorithms are preferred (Schälte et al., 2018).

Global parameter optimization

Global optimization is distinguished from local optimization by its focus in finding the

globally optimal parameters. Finding these is not straightforward since analytical methods

are often not applicable, and the use of numerical algorithms usually leads to very hard

challenges. To globally optimize a multi-modal and non-linear objective function, multiple
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approaches exist including evolutionary algorithms (Bäck, 1996; Runarsson & Yao, 2000),

Bayesian optimization (Mockus, 2011), and simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al., 1983).

However, global optimization can also be pursued in a simpler manner by using multi-start

local optimization in which multiple randomly initialized local optimizations take place

(Raue et al., 2013b). From the set of all individual local searches, the resulting locally

optimal points are sorted by the final objective function value. Then, if sufficiently many

points are employed, the best local optimum is assumed to be a potentially global optimum.

The more frequently one ends up at the same potentially global optimum, the more reliable

the assumption of globality becomes. Moreover, this approach can provide insights into

the structure of the different local optima of the objective function. Furthermore, hybrid

approaches exist which combine global and local optimization approaches. A very well-

known hybrid method is scatter-search (Egea et al., 2007; Penas et al., 2015; Villaverde

et al., 2012), which fuses a genetic algorithm and multi-start local optimization. In this

thesis, we focus on the multi-start local optimization strategy for all optimization tasks.

There are several studies that benchmark several of these methods aiming to identify

the most efficient with a focus on ODE models in systems biology (Hass et al., 2019;

Schälte et al., 2018; Villaverde et al., 2018). Moreover, in (Hass et al., 2019) we introduced

a collection of 20 standardized benchmark models, which can be used to evaluate the

performance of existing and future methods. A subset of these models are used in Chapter 4.

2.2.3. Uncertainty analysis

While the MLE (2.5) provides a single point estimator for the optimal parameter vector of

all unknown parameters ψ∗, information about how uncertain and reliable these estimates

are is missing. Uncertainty analysis of the parameter estimates is especially important for

the assessment of how trustworthy model predictions are. The most common frequentist

approaches to quantify this are by local approximations with the Fisher information matrix

and profile likelihoods.

Fisher information matrix

The Fisher information matrix (FIM) (Fisher, 1922) provides an approximation to the

Hessian of the negative log-likelihood function and information about (local) parameter

uncertainty (Chis et al., 2011; Cobelli & DiStefano, 1980). Under the assumption of
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Gaussian noise and known σ, the FIM can be calculated as

FIM(ψ) =

ny∑
iy=1

nt∑
it=1

ne∑
ie=1

(
∂yiy(tit ,θ, u

ie , ξ)

∂(θ, ξ)

)
1

σ2
iy ,it,ie

(
∂yiy(tit ,θ, u

ie , ξ)

∂(θ, ξ)

)T
, (2.9)

where
∂yiy (tit ,θ,u

ie ,ξ)

∂(θ,ξ) are the sensitivities of the observables with respect to the set of model

and observable parameters (θ, ξ). To have a glimpse on parameter uncertainty of the

model, the eigenvalues of the FIM can be examined. Small eigenvalues indicate large

uncertainties for the parameter combinations (given by the associated eigenvector), meaning

that large variations in these do not alter the behavior of the system. On the contrary, large

eigenvalues indicate stiff parameter combinations. A model is considered “sloppy” when the

spectrum of FIM eigenvalues is spread over many orders of magnitude (Gutenkunst et al.,

2007). Sloppiness provides a first hint about the most or least identifiable directions in

parameter space, as modifying the sloppy parameter combinations has relatively little effect

on the model behavior. This approach is particularly useful for high-dimensional problems,

i.e. containing hundreds to thousands of parameters, since the methods later introduced

may not be computationally tractable (Kapfer et al., 2019). However, sloppiness analysis

cannot replace structural or practical identifiability analysis (Chis et al., 2011). Therefore,

when possible, it should be complemented with other methods, like profile likelihoods

(Raue et al., 2009), since the FIM-based confidence intervals cannot be asymmetric, i.e. are

insensitive to practical non-identifiabilities, and vary under re-parameterizations of the

model, e.g. logarithmic transformation of the parameters (Wieland et al., 2021).

Profile likelihood

The profile likelihood is given by

PL (ψj) = max
ψk 6=j ,ψ∈Ψ

p(D|ψ),

where j is the parameter index and ψj is the parameter value of the j-th parameter (Raue

et al., 2009). This method consists of maximizing the likelihood function with respect to

all parameters ψk 6=j for a fixed value for ψj . The calculation of the profiles can be done

with optimization-based methods (Raue et al., 2015) or with integration-based methods

(Hass et al., 2016; Stapor et al., 2018). This is generally more computationally expensive

but also more accurate than the aforementioned local approximations by the FIM (Stapor

et al., 2018).
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From the profile likelihoods, the finite sample confidence intervals (CIs) for a given

significance level α can be derived as

CIj,α =

(
ψj

∣∣∣∣∣PL (ψj)

p(D|ψ̂)
> exp

(
−∆α

2

))
,

with ∆α denoting the α-th percentile of the χ2-distribution with one degree of freedom

(Meeker & Escobar, 1995). Confidence intervals provide information about practical

identifiability (Raue et al., 2009). Briefly, parameters are: (i) practically identifiable when

their confidence intervals are finite, (ii) practically non-identifiable when their confidence

intervals are only finitely-bounded on one side while the other is infinite, or (iii) structurally

non-identifiable when their confidence intervals are infinite. For further details we refer to

Raue et al. (2009).

Mostly, profile likelihoods are calculated for the subset of model parameters instead of all

unknown parameters. The observable parameters and noise parameters can be disregarded

since they are only related to the measurement process and do not provide any mechanistic

insights (Loos et al., 2018). However, note that they are still part of the likelihood (2.4).

This analysis provides a maximum projection of the likelihood on the individual parameters.

Therefore, it is often complemented with Monte Carlo methods.

2.3. Bayesian parameter inference

As an alternative to frequentist approaches for parameter inference, there are Bayesian

methods (Wilkinson, 2007). In Bayesian inference, the available knowledge of the process of

interest is encoded as an a priori probability distribution. The prior distribution is updated

with the data using Bayes’ theorem to obtain the posterior distribution. The inference of

the posterior distribution is often performed using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

algorithms. In this section, we introduce Bayes’ theorem and shortly provide some basic

theory of Markov chains before introducing the MCMC algorithms used throughout this

thesis.

2.3.1. Bayes’ theorem

According to Bayes’ theorem, the posterior distribution is given by

p(ψ|D) =
p(D|ψ)p(ψ)

p(D)
(2.10)
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in which p(D|ψ) denotes the likelihood (as introduced in (2.4)), p(ψ) denotes the prior

distribution and p(D) denotes the marginal probability (or evidence). The latter is given

by

p(D) =

∫
Ψ
p(D|ψ)p(ψ)dψ

and, in most cases, it is computationally expensive since normally ψ is high-dimensional.

However, it can be neglected since it is a normalization constant independent of ψ. The

maximum a posteriori (MAP) is obtained, similarly to the MLE, by maximizing the posterior

distribution. In order to approximate the posterior distribution p(ψ|D), sophisticated

methods, such as MCMC sampling or variational inference, can be employed. While MCMC

sampling is asymptotically exact, this does not always hold for variational inference (Blei

et al., 2017). In other words, MCMC methods will – in the limit – exactly approximate

the target distribution. This is not guaranteed for variational inference. In this thesis, we

focus on MCMC algorithms.

2.3.2. Markov chain theory in a nutshell

Here, we shortly introduce some basic concepts about Markov chains. Further details can

be found in (Robert & Casella, 2004) and references therein. In the following, let (Ω,F ,P)

be a probability space and (S,S) a measurable space, i.e. the state space of the Markov

chain. In general S can be continuous or discrete, but here we only consider the continuous

space (S,S) = (Rn,B(Rn)). A discrete-time Markov process is defined as:

Definition 2.3.1 (Markov chain). A discrete-time stochastic process {X(t)}t≥0 is called

a Markov chain with respect to the probability measure P, if for all t ∈ N0, and all

x(0), . . . , x(t+1) ∈ S, it holds that

P
(
X(t+1) = x(t+1)|X(0) = x(0), . . . , X(t) = x(t)

)
= P

(
X(t+1) = x(t+1)|X(t) = x(t)

)
given that the conditional probabilities are well-defined, that is, if

P
(
X(t+1) = x(t+1)|X(0) = x(0), . . . , X(t) = x(t)

)
> 0

Since t ∈ N0, a Markov chain is an entity with discrete indices. This can be generalized

for each index of the continuous state space. A Markov chain can be viewed as, in some

sense, memoryless since the conditional probability at any future state X(t+1), given the

past states X(0), . . . , X(t−1) and the present state X(t), only depends on the present state

and it is independent of the past states. This is known as the Markov property.
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Definition 2.3.2 (Time-homogeneous Markov chain). A Markov chain {X(t)}t∈N0 is called

time-homogeneous when for all t it holds that

P
(
X(t+1) = x|X(t) = y

)
= P

(
X(t) = x|X(t−1) = y

)
.

This represents that the probability of moving from state y to state x is independent of

time, with time being the chain index t. For the following, unless stated otherwise, we

always assume time-homogeneous Markov chains.

The conditional probability can also be seen as a transition kernel, which is defined in the

following.

Definition 2.3.3 (Transition kernel). A transition kernel is a function P defined on a

measurable space (S,S) such that

(i) ∀x ∈ S, P (x, ·) is a probability measure; and

(ii) ∀A ∈ S, P (·, A) is S-measurable.

If we put P (x, y) := P
(
X(t+1) = x|X(t) = y

)
for x, y ∈ S, we see how conditional probabil-

ities relate to transition kernels.

The ultimate goal of Markov chain Monte Carlo methods is the inference of a distribution

π, in our case the posterior p(ψ|D) (2.10), using samples from a Markov chain. For this,

the key point is to define the conditions under which a Markov chain converges to π, as

well as the conditions under which the stationary distribution π exists. The stationary

distribution of a Markov chain denotes the distribution of X(t) after a sufficiently long

time, where the distribution of X(t) does not change any longer.

Definition 2.3.4 (Stationary/invariant distribution). A distribution π is called stationary

(or invariant) for the transition kernel P (·, ·) if it satisfies

π(A) =

∫
S
P (x,A)π(dx), ∀A ∈ S.

Therefore, if π is a stationary distribution and the Markov chain starts directly from π

at t = 0, the chain will stay in π for all t ≥ 0. To verify that in our case a stationary

distribution exists and it is unique, the concepts of irreducibility and recurrence are needed.
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Definition 2.3.5 (ϕ-irreducible Markov chain). Given a measure ϕ on S, a Markov chain

{X(t)}t∈N0 with transition kernel P (·, ·) is called ϕ-irreducible if for every A ∈ S with

ϕ(A) > 0, there exists a t such that

P t(x,A) > 0, ∀x ∈ S

where P t(x,A) > 0 denotes the kernel for t transitions defined inductively by

P 1(x,A) = P (x,A) and P t(x,A) =
∫
S P

t−1(y,A)P (x, dy).

The property of irreducibility means that the transition kernel allows the Markov chain

to move from any state to any other state within S using only transitions of positive

probability regardless of what the starting value x(0) was.

Definition 2.3.6 (Recurrent Markov chain). A Markov chain {X(t)}t∈N0 is recurrent if

(i) there exists a measure ϕ such that {X(t)}t∈N0 is ϕ-irreducible; and

(ii) for every A ∈ S such that ϕ(A) > 0,

Ex

[ ∞∑
t=1

1

(
X(t) ∈ A

)]
=∞ ∀x ∈ A,

where 1(·) denotes the indicator function.

This means that any set A ∈ S is reached infinitely many times. On top of this, a Markov

chain is said to be positive recurrent when assumes the expected return time T to any

state x to be finite.

Definition 2.3.7 (Positive recurrent Markov chain). A recurrent Markov chain {X(t)}t∈N0

is positive recurrent if for all states x ∈ S, it holds that Ex[T (x)] < ∞, where

T (x) = min{t ∈ N : X(t) = x}.

Following from Definitions 2.3.5 and 2.3.7, it can be shown that each irreducible, positive

recurrent Markov chain has a unique stationary distribution (see Robert & Casella (2004)).

However, this does not guarantee the convergence of a Markov chain to its stationary

distribution. Fortunately, there also exist properties to ensure convergence: aperiodicity

and ergodicity.
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Definition 2.3.8 (Period of a Markov chain). Let us suppose a Markov chain {X(t)}t∈N0

with transition kernel P (·, ·). The period of state x is

d(x) = gcd{t ≥ 1 : P t(x, x) > 0},

where gcd denotes the greatest common divisor.

This means that the Markov chain can return to the starting x only at multiples of the

period d, with d being the largest such integer. Therefore, a state x is aperiodic if d(x) = 1,

and periodic if d(x) > 1. The property of aperiodicity ensures that there is no repeating

structure in the sequence of a Markov chain.

Definition 2.3.9 (Ergodic Markov chain). A Markov chain {X(t)}t∈N0 with transition

kernel P (·, ·) and stationary distribution π is called ergodic if it converges to π regardless

of its starting value x(0) ∈ S.

This means, if a Markov chain is ergodic, it will converge to its stationary distribution.

This is satisfied if all its states are positive recurrent and aperiodic.

Theorem 2.3.1 (Convergence of a Markov chain). Let {X(t)}t∈N0 be a Markov chain with

transition kernel P (·, ·) and stationary distribution π, which is ϕ-irreducible, aperiodic and

recurrent. Then

(i) the Markov chain is positive recurrent;

(ii) π is its unique stationary distribution; and

(iii) P is ergodic for π.

This theorem yields a useful criterion for showing that an MCMC method is appropriate.

Summarizing, the Markov chain should be ϕ-irreducible, aperiodic, positive recurrent, and

should have a stationary distribution π. Then, distance measures like the total variation

distance can be used to check closeness to the stationary distribution. For more details see

Levin et al. (2006).

2.3.3. Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling algorithms

To construct a Markov chain with the desired posterior distribution as its stationary

distribution, MCMC methods can be used. These belong to a class of Monte Carlo
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methods suited for sampling from complicated, whose probability density is only known

up to a multiplicative factor, and high-dimensional probability distributions. Examples

of MCMC algorithms are single-chain methods like the Metropolis-Hastings (Hastings,

1970; Metropolis et al., 1953) and the adaptive Metropolis algorithms (Haario et al.,

2001), or multiple-chain methods like the parallel tempering ( Lacki & Miasojedow, 2015;

Neal, 1996), the parallel hierarchical sampling (Rigat & Mira, 2012) and the region-based

adaptive parallel tempering algorithms (Ballnus et al., 2018). Moreover, there exist MCMC

algorithms that use the gradient information of the objective function, such as Hamilton

Monte Carlo sampling (Graham & Storkey, 2017; Hoffman & Gelman, 2014) or the

Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm (Girolami & Calderhead, 2011).

Similarly to optimization, there exist efforts to establish standard workflows and to assess

efficiency of available MCMC methods in the context of ODE models in systems biology

(Ballnus et al., 2017). This standard pipeline is employed in Chapter 4. As mentioned

earlier, alternatively (or complementary) to profile likelihoods, MCMC methods can be used

to quantify parameter uncertainty. For this, credible intervals based on an MCMC sample

can be derived (Hines et al., 2014). The simplest approach to calculate the credible interval

of the j-th parameter ψj from a N -long posterior sample ψ1, . . . , ψN , is to (implicitly)

marginalize over all other parameters ψk 6=j and set

Cj,α = {ψj |ψ(α/2)
j ≤ ψj ≤ ψ(1−α/2)

j },

where ψ
(α)
j denotes the α-quantile of the sample.

In the following, the adaptive Metropolis and parallel tempering algorithms, which are

employed in Chapter 4, are introduced. Further methods are described in (Brooks et al.,

2011).

Adaptive Metropolis algorithm

The selection of an effective proposal distribution for standard MCMC algorithms, e.g. the

Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm (Hastings, 1970; Metropolis et al., 1953), is key

to obtain a reasonable exploration of the posterior in a limited amount of time. In

most applications, the proposal distribution will be a Normal distribution centered at

the current state. However, the covariance matrix of the Normal distribution has to be

determined, which is often done by trial and error. This becomes more challenging for

higher-dimensional problems as it is often not easy to find a good proposal distribution. To

overcome this, algorithms with adaptation schemes have been introduced. One well-known

method is the adaptive Metropolis (AM) algorithm as introduced by Haario et al. (2001).
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the adaptive Metropolis sampling algorithm.

Input: Initial point ψ0, initial covariance matrix Σ0 and sample length N , covariance
scaling factor ηnψ , index for starting the adaptation t0, small constant ε > 0,
and identity matrix Inψ

Output: Sample ψ1, . . . , ψN

i = 1
while i ≤ N do

Sample ψ∗ ∼ N (ψi−1,Σi−1) and u ∼ U[0,1]

// Evaluate the acceptance probability pacc

pacc ← min
(

1, p(ψ∗|D)
p(ψi−1|D)

)
if u ≤ pacc then

// Accept ψ∗
ψi ← ψ∗

else

// Reject ψ∗
ψi ← ψi−1

end

// Adaptation of the covariance matrix

if i > t0 then

// Adapt Σi

Σi ← ηnψ
(
cov(ψ0, . . . , ψi−1) + εInψ

)
else

Σi ← Σ0

end

// Move to next sample

i← i+ 1

end

This method extends the MH algorithm to enable the continuous tuning of the proposal

distribution based on the available samples’ history. However, the acceptance scheme for

newly proposed samples is conserved from the MH algorithm. As a result of including the

adaptation scheme, an efficient sampling of high-dimensional spaces becomes more efficient

by facilitating the convergence of the algorithm.

The AM algorithm employs a multivariate Normal distribution as proposal with a continu-

ously updated covariance matrix based on the available samples via a recursion formula.

The multivariate Normal distribution has its mean at the currently available sample ψi−1

and the covariance Σi = Σi(ψ0, . . . , ψi−1), with i denoting the sample index. To regulate

the dependence of the proposal covariance matrix on the history of the chain, a freely-chosen
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index t0 defines where the adaptation starts and Σi is set to

Σi =

Σ0, if i ≤ t0
ηnψ

(
cov(ψ0, . . . , ψi−1) + εInψ

)
, if i > t0

with ηnψ being a scaling factor of the covariance matrix which depends on the dimension

of the parameter space nψ, and Inψ being the nψ-dimensional identity matrix. To ensure

that the covariance matrix does not become singular, the constant ε > 0 is set to a very

small value. The initial covariance matrix Σ0 has to be strictly positive definite and should

be chosen according to the best available prior knowledge (even if poor) and, in a manner,

the trust in Σ0 is reflected on the size of t0. According to the definition of the empirical

covariance matrix and with i ≥ t0 + 1, the following recursion formula for the proposal

covariance matrix is satisfied:

Σi+1 =
i− 1

i
Σi +

ηnψ
i

(
iψ̄i−1ψ̄

T
i−1 − (i+ 1)ψ̄iψ̄

T
i + ψiψ

T
i + εInψ

)
. (2.11)

Since the mean also follows a recursion formula ψ̄i = 1
i

∑i
m=1 ψm, the computational cost of

(2.11) is bearable. The value of the scaling parameter of the covariance matrix is adopted

from Gelman et al. (1996) where it is given by ηnψ = 2.42

nψ
. The pseudo-code describing the

method is shown in Algorithm 1.

Parallel tempering algorithm

Single-chain algorithms, such as adaptive Metropolis, explore the parameter space in a

local manner. This is generally sufficient for sampling uni-modal posteriors, but frequently

biologically motivated problems, on which this thesis focuses, result in posteriors with more

complex shapes and multiple modes. Especially, single-chain algorithms struggle when

the high probability posterior modes are separated by areas of low probability density. To

circumvent this, parallel tempering (PT) algorithms have been introduced. PT algorithms

use several Markov chains in parallel to sample from tempered versions of the posterior, i.e.

p(ψ|D)Tl ∝ p(D|ψ)1/Tlp(ψ) (2.12)

with increasingly ordered temperatures Tl ≥ 1, and chain index l = 1, . . . , L with L being

the total number of chains (Miasojedow et al., 2013; Sambridge, 2013; Vousden et al., 2016).

The tempered posteriors become flatter and broader, in comparison to the non-tempered

posterior, which increases the transition probability between different posterior modes.

Each auxiliary chain explores its tempered distribution p(ψ|D)Tl using an MCMC algorithm.

The key point is that swaps can occur between adjacent pairs of chains, l and l′, with
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acceptance probability

pswap = min

1,

(
p(D|ψl′)
p(D|ψl)

)βl−βl′
where βl ≡ 1/Tl is the inverse temperature of chain l. If a swap is accepted, the involved

chains exchange positions in parameter space, i.e. the parameter samples swap between

both chains. Consequently, the hottest chain Tmax is the most likely to access all of the

modes of p(ψ|D) and propagate to colder chains facilitating to the coldest chain T1 = 1

an efficient exploration of the whole posterior. Therefore, this algorithm is particularly

well suited for problems containing multiple and well separated modes. The pseudo-code

describing the method is shown in Algorithm 2. Moreover, some PT samplers can adapt

the temperatures during sampling based on the swap acceptance probabilities (Miasojedow

et al., 2013). In this thesis, we use adaptive PT in combination with adaptive Metropolis

for each tempered chain available in the pyPESTO toolbox (Schälte et al., 2021). We would

like to note that in the pyPESTO implementation the likelihood and prior are tempered,

instead of only the likelihood as shown in (2.12).

2.3.4. Quality assessment of samples

Once a Markov chain is constructed using an MCMC algorithm of choice, the quality of

the MCMC samples must be carefully analyzed. The quality assessment is often used as

a measure to evaluate the performance of an MCMC method. An important criterion is

the overall acceptance rate, i.e. the number of accepted samples divided by the number of

total proposed samples, with an optimal value at 23% as shown by Roberts et al. (1997).

Moreover, the concepts of burn-in period and effective sample size, which are employed in

Chapter 4, are introduced in the following.

Testing for convergence

A common practice is to visually inspect the obtained MCMC chains to assess convergence

to the stationary distribution (in our case to the posterior (2.10)), but there are also

several statistical tests available (Brooks & Roberts, 1998). It is frequent to observe a

distortion/bias in the MCMC chain due to initialization which is known as burn-in period.

Even when initializating the chain at the MAP, burn-in may still occur, as observed for

adaptive methods in (Calderhead, 2011). The burn-in related samples are often discarded

as they do not represent the target distribution (Brooks & Roberts, 1998).
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code of the parallel tempering sampling algorithm in combi-
nation with adaptive Metropolis (Algorithm 1) for each tempered chain.

Input: Number of chains L, sample length N , initial points ψl0 with l = 1, . . . , L,
initial temperatures (1/T1 > · · · > 1/TL) ≡ (β1 > · · · > βL) with T1 = 1, and
adaptive Metropolis specific options (see Algorithm 1)

Output: Sample ψ1, . . . , ψN

i = 1
while i ≤ N do

for l← 1 to L do

Sample ψ∗ ∼ N (ψli−1,Σ
l
i−1) and u ∼ U[0,1]

// Evaluate the acceptance probability pacc on the tempered

posterior

pacc ← min

(
1, p(D|ψ∗)βlp(ψ∗)

p(D|ψli−1)βlp(ψli−1)

)
Update chain l according to Algorithm 1

end

// Swap samples between adjacent pairs of chains

// starting from highest temperature (TL) to lowest (T1)

for l← L to 2 do

Sample u ∼ U[0,1]

// Evaluate the swap acceptance probability pswap

pswap ← min

(
1,

(
p(D|ψli)
p(D|ψl−1

i )

)βl−1−βl
)

if u < pswap then
// Accept swap

(ψl−1
i , ψli)← (ψli, ψ

l−1
i )

else

// Do nothing

end

end

[Optional: Temperature adaptation]
// Move to next sample

i← i+ 1

end

Convergence tests aim to check whether an MCMC chain has already converged to the

target distribution (and thus to estimate the burn-in period). Similarly to hypothesis

tests, they cannot prove actual convergence but only suggest a strong evidence against the

null hypothesis that a chain has converged. Most well-known tests are the Geweke test

(Geweke, 1992), and the Gelman-Rubin test (Brooks & Gelman, 1998; Gelman & Rubin,

1992), which we briefly review in the following.
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The Geweke test was originally introduced to test for convergence of the Gibbs Sampler

(Geweke, 1992). However, it also can be used with samples generated with other MCMC

algorithms. In this test, the chain is split into two subsamples and, if the empirical mean

of the two subsamples is very different, failure of convergence is detected. The Geweke’s

statistic is given by

z =
X̄A − X̄B√
ŜA + ŜB

with X̄A and X̄B denoting the empirical mean, and ŜA and ŜB the empirical standard

deviation for the two different windows A and B of the Markov chain. Commonly, the

sizes of windows A and B are respectively set to the first 10% and the last 50% of the

corresponding chain (Geweke, 1992). As chain length goes to infinity, Geweke’s statistic is

asymptotically normally-distributed (z → N (0, 1)). For high-dimensional Markov chains,

the test is performed on each dimension separately. In this thesis, we use the Geweke test

because of its easy applicability and low computational cost.

The Gelman-Rubin test is especially suited for cases in which several Markov chains for the

same target distribution are available. The Gelman-Rubin statistic compares the between-

and within-chain variance which should be very similar if all chains have converged. Let L

be the total number of available Markov chains. The multiple chains L are assumed to be

initialized at different values x
(0)
l with l = 1, . . . , L denoting the chain index. We define

the number of samples after discarding the burn-in period as converged samples. Thus, let

n be the number of converged samples. The between-chain variance B is defined by

B =
n

L− 1

L∑
l=1

(x̄l − x̄)2 with x̄l =
1

n

n∑
t=1

x
(t)
l and x̄ =

1

L

L∑
l=1

x̄l,

and the within-chain variance W is defined by

W =
1

L

L∑
l=1

(
Ŝl

)2
with

(
Ŝl

)2
=

1

n− 1

n∑
t=1

(
x

(t)
l − x̄l

)2
.

Then, the Gelman-Rubin statistic R̂ is given by

R̂ =

√
v̂ar

W
with v̂ar =

n− 1

n
W +

1

n
B.
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When R̂ is close to 1 it represents that the chains are well-mixed, and it can be assumed

that the L Markov chains indeed are stationary. In practice, often a cut-off value of 1.1 for

R̂ is considered acceptable (Gelman et al., 2013).

Chain auto-correlation

MCMC chains naturally possess a certain degree of auto-correlation as the draws are not

independent. Low auto-correlation is always desirable as it implicitly means that there is

no need to generate longer chains in order to be representative. While the burn-in period is

discarded, thinning a chain, i.e. only keeping every i-th element and discarding the rest, is

often not advisable when calculating auto-correlation (Geyer, 1992). The two main reasons

for high auto-correlation within a chain are: (i) new samples are only proposed by small

step-sizes (generating consecutive samples close to each other), and (ii) the chain acceptance

rates are low (low proportion of newly proposed samples are accepted). However, large

step-sizes do not always relate with high acceptance rates (Link & Eaton, 2011). All these

can result in many consecutive steps being even equal to each other and preventing the

chain from efficiently exploring the target distribution. Therefore, highly auto-correlated

chains do not contain the same amount of information as a chain with independent and

identically distributed samples. To quantify this, the effective sample size can be used.

The effective sample size neff provides the number of independent draws from the target

distribution that the correlated chain is effectively equivalent to. Thus, the larger the

effective sample size, the better. It is defined by

neff =
n

1 + 2
∑∞

τ=1 ρτ

where n is the number of converged samples, and ρτ is the estimated auto-correlation at

lag τ . Several methods differing in computational effort and statistical precision exist to

approximate the auto-correlation, such as the periodogram- (Brockwell & Davis, 2016),

Sacchi- (Sacchi et al., 1998b), and Sokal’s adaptive truncated periodogram- (Sokal, 1997)

estimator. In this thesis, we use Sokal’s adaptive truncated periodogram-estimator (Haario

et al., 2006; Sacchi et al., 1998a) available in the pyPESTO toolbox (Schälte et al., 2021).

Note that, as this provides a univariate measure, the maximum of the auto-correlation

across all dimensions of ψ ∈ Rnψ is considered in order to determine the effective sample

size.
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2.4. Model selection

While developing models, e.g. of biochemical processes or infectious diseases, it often occurs

that multiple hypotheses about the underlying mechanisms are available. Consequently,

in addition to the parameters, the structure of the ODE model (2.1) needs to be inferred

from the measurements. In this section, we introduce likelihood-based model selection

methods, such as the Akaike and Bayesian information criteria, and Bayesian model

selection methods, such as the Bayes factor. The parts addressing the Akaike and Bayesian

information criteria in Section 2.4.2 are modified versions of the corresponding sections of

the thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2021).

2.4.1. Bayes factor

Given a set of candidate modelsM =
(
M (1),M (2), . . . ,M (nM )

)
, with nM ∈ N denoting the

total number of model hypotheses, the goal is to obtain a model (or a set of them) which

best describes the measurements at hand and at the same time generalizes to other datasets

(Hastie et al., 2005). Hence, a balance between goodness-of-fit and model complexity needs

to be considered as a quality measure for the selection of the optimal model(s). The choice

of the optimal model(s) can be made with several selection criteria. A popular selection

criteria based on Bayes’ theorem (2.10) is the Bayes factor (Kass & Raftery, 1995). The

posterior model probability for the m-th model is given by

p(M (m)|D) =
p(D|M (m))p(M (m))

p(D)

with model prior p(M (m)), marginal probability p(D) =
∑nM

m=1 p(D|M (m))p(M (m)), and

marginal likelihood

p(D|M (m)) =

∫
Ψm

p(D|ψ(m),M (m))p(ψ(m)|M (m))dψ(m) (2.13)

where ψ(m) is the vector of unknown parameters of model M (m). The Bayes factor is a

likelihood ratio of the marginal likelihood of two competing models M (1) and M (2),

B12 =
p(D|M (1))

p(D|M (2))
,

and describes how much more likely the assumption of the data being generated by M (1)

instead of M (2) is. Following Jeffreys’s scale of evidence, having B12 > 100 is often

considered decisive for rejecting M (2) (Jeffreys, 1961). In contrast to the likelihood-ratio
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test (cf. Section 2.4.3), the competing models are not required to be nested and, in case of

being so, the Bayes factor does not equal the likelihood-ratio statistic as it intrinsically takes

into account the dimension of the nested models by integrating over the whole parameter

space of each model. Several methods exist to efficiently solve (2.13), the preferred of

which is thermodynamic integration as it yields most robust and numerically stable results

(Lartillot & Philippe, 2006). This approach uses the tempered posterior

pτ

(
ψ(m)|D,M (m)

)
=

p(D|ψ(m),M (m))τp(ψ(m)|M (m))∫
Ψm p(D|ψ̃(m),M (m))τp(ψ̃(m)|M (m))dψ̃(m)

, (2.14)

with τ ∈ [0, 1] being the temperature parameter. The tempered posterior (2.14) for τ = 0

coincides with p(ψ(m)|M (m)), and for τ = 1 coincides with the “regular” (untempered)

posterior. Then, integrating both sides with respect to τ yields (Lartillot & Philippe, 2006)

log p(D|M (m)) =

∫ 1

0
Epτ [log p(D|ψ(m),M (m))]dτ.

This integral can be numerically evaluated by choosing 0 = τ0 < τ1 < · · · < τnτ−1 < τnτ = 1

as discretization. Then, within the nτ ∈ N discretized values, the expectation for a specific

τ can be obtained by Monte Carlo sampling and the integrand can be solved applying

e.g. the Simpson’s or trapezoidal rule. The number of temperatures nτ can be subject to

adaptation (Hug et al., 2016).

However, for high-dimensional or computationally demanding models, the calculation of

Bayes factors becomes intractable, hence computationally cheaper model selection criteria,

like Akaike and Bayesian information criteria, are preferred (Fröhlich et al., 2019).

2.4.2. Akaike and Bayesian information criteria

The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973) and Bayesian Information Crite-

rion (BIC) (Schwarz, 1978) are based on the MLE and penalise model complexity. For

model M (m) the AIC value is

AICm = −2 log p(D|ψ̂(m),M (m)) + 2nmψ ,

and the BIC value is

BICm = −2 log p(D|ψ̂(m),M (m)) + log(nD)nmψ ,
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in which m is the model index, ψ̂(m) is the MLE for the m-th model, and nmψ is the

total number of parameters of the m-th model, i.e. ψ(m) ∈ Rn
m
ψ . The total number of

independent data points is denoted by nD. Low AIC and BIC values are favorable and a

difference above 10 between AIC/BIC values of different models is considered as substantial

(Burnham & Anderson, 2002). Note that none of these criteria provide information about

the absolute quality of a model, but only the quality relative to other models. If prior

information about the parameters is available, it can be treated as additional data points

to still allow the use of BIC and AIC as they would be then considered to be part of the

likelihood function. For this reason, they need also to be included in nD. In this thesis, we

use the AIC and BIC for the model selection tasks presented in Chapter 3.

2.4.3. Likelihood-ratio test

Another method that is also based on the MLE is the likelihood-ratio test (Kirk et al.,

2013). The models compared with this method need to be nested, in other words, the more

complex model can be transformed into the simpler one by imposing parameter constraints

on the complex model. It is a hypothesis test assuming as null hypothesis that the smaller

model M (1) is the true model that generated the data, which is compared against the

alternative hypothesis that the more complex model M (2) is the true model that generated

the data. The test statistic is given by

λLRT = −2 log

(
p(D|ψ̂(1),M (1))

p(D|ψ̂(2),M (2))

)

with ψ̂(1) and ψ̂(2) denoting the MLE for M (1) and M (2) respectively. It often is used

in its logarithmic form expressed as the difference between the log-likelihoods and it is

asymptotically (under the null hypothesis) χ2-distributed with degrees of freedom n2
ψ − n1

ψ

where n1
ψ and n2

ψ are the total number of parameters in M (1) and M (2) respectively. That

means the λLRT can be tested for significance by comparing it to the corresponding χ2-value

of the desired statistical significance level.



Chapter 3

A mechanistic model of gastric can-

cer to describe multiple cell popu-

lations

This chapter is based on and in part identical to the following publication:

• Raimúndez, E., Keller, S., Zwingenberger, G., Ebert, K., Hug, S., Theis, F. J.,

Maier, D., Luber, B., and Hasenauer, J. (2020). Model-based analysis of response

and resistance factors of cetuximab treatment in gastric cancer cell lines. PLoS

Computational Biology, 16(3):e1007147. doi:10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007147.

Mechanistic models based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are valuable tools

to facilitate the quantitative understanding of biological processes. In particular, they

enable the generation of new hypotheses and predictions, and they can be used for the

design of new experiments (Altrock et al., 2015). In the context of cancer research, in vitro

and in vivo models are dominant. However, in recent years the incorporation of in silico

techniques based on mechanistic mathematical models has gained popularity and it has

been shown to be beneficial (Bekisz & Geris, 2020; Jean-Quartier et al., 2018; Viceconti

et al., 2016).

Several studies have applied mechanistic mathematical models for biomarker development

(Kim & Schoeberl, 2015). Fey et al. (2015) predicted the survival of neuroblastoma patients

using a mechanistic model of the c-Jun N -terminal kinase (JNK) pathway. Hass et al.

(2017) predicted ligand dependence of solid tumors using a mechanistic multi-pathway

model. Fröhlich et al. (2018) showed that large-scale mechanistic models facilitate the

integration of large-scale data and enable the derivation and mechanistic interpretation of

biomarkers. All these studies employ ODE models to describe the biochemical reaction

networks involved in intracellular signal transduction. These models integrate (i) prior

knowledge on the pathway topology derived over the last decades and available in databases,

such as KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2010), Reactome (Croft et al., 2011) and BioModels (Li

et al., 2010), with (ii) heterogeneous experimental data for the process of interest. The

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007147
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exploitation of prior knowledge constrains the search space and, in many cases, improves the

predictive power. Furthermore, the chosen modeling approach facilitates the mechanistic

interpretation of the findings.

In this chapter, we aim to provide a basis for understanding response and resistance

mechanisms for cetuximab treatment in gastric cancer, to unravel likely causal differences

between cetuximab responders and non-responders (Keller et al., 2017), and to possibly

identify biomarkers for guiding targeted therapy by using a cell culture model.

3.1. Cetuximab in gastric cancer treatment

Gastric cancer is the fifth most common cancer and fourth leading cause of death from cancer

worldwide (Sung et al., 2021). Treatment options include surgery, chemo- and radiation

therapy. However, the overall survival rate remains unsatisfactory due to molecular and

clinical heterogeneity (Lordick et al., 2014). Therefore, new treatment options are urgently

required. Novel drugs targeting members of a family of receptor tyrosine kinases, including

the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), have shown mixed success in clinical trials

(Bang et al., 2010; Lordick et al., 2013). Among others, the EGFR antibody cetuximab

did not improve patient survival in a phase III clinical trial (Lordick et al., 2013).

EGFR is overexpressed in many cancer types and activated by a variety of ligands (Hass

et al., 2017), such as the epidermal growth factor (EGF), the transforming growth factor-

alpha (TGF-α), heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor (HBEGF), amphiregulin (AREG)

and epiregulin (EREG). Although all these ligands bind to EFGR, they do not produce iden-

tical biological responses. These varying responses might be due to different ligand affinity,

different ability to induce EGFR recycling or different ability to produce EGFR:ERBB2

heterodimers or EGFR:EGFR homodimers (Singh et al., 2016). Cetuximab is an antibody

which binds EGFR (Li et al., 2005). The binding of cetuximab to EGFR inhibits the

interaction with its ligands, thereby reducing survival and proliferation signals. In addition,

cetuximab induces antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity by provoking immune cells to

attack cancer (Hara et al., 2008).

A potential reason for the failure of cetuximab is the molecular heterogeneity of gastric

cancer (Lordick et al., 2014). Due to this heterogeneity, only a small subgroup of patients

might benefit from the targeted therapy. However, a suitable biomarker for patient

stratification is currently not available. Conceptually, biomarkers for responsive patient

subgroups can be identified using statistical approaches characterizing responder and non-

responder subgroups within different molecular high-throughput methods. Unfortunately,
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the necessary large-scale studies on the response of gastric cancer patients to cetuximab are

missing. In addition, many proposed biomarkers from purely associative approaches have

failed in clinical use (Poste, 2011). Even large-scale cancer cell line projects, such as the

Cancer Cell Line Encyclopedia (CCLE) (Barretina et al., 2012) and the Genomics of Drug

Sensitivity in Cancer (GDSC) (Yang et al., 2013) project, do not provide data for cetuximab

response. Consequently, the limited amount of cell line and patient data prohibits the

use of established statistical methods for biomarker development for cetuximab-responsive

patient subgroups. Alternatively, mechanistic models can be employed.

In the following, we develop multiple candidate models for the EGFR, the Protein Kinase B

(AKT) and the Extracellular-signal Regulated Kinase (ERK) signaling in cetuximab respon-

der and non-responder cell lines. We calibrate the model collection using a comprehensive

dataset and select the most appropriate model based on the AIC. We validate the optimal

model candidate using newly collected data. To analyze the dependence of the cellular

response on gene expression levels and (somatic) mutations, we interrogate the optimal

model using simulation studies and in silico knockdown and knockout experiments. These

simulation experiments suggest several intervention points and potential model-based

biomarkers.

3.2. Experimental data

In this section, we describe the experimental data used to calibrate the models considered

in this thesis chapter.

3.2.1. Data collection

Our experimental collaboration partners collected quantitative data from the human gastric

cancer cell lines Hs746T and MKN1, which were used and cultured as reported by Keller

et al. (2017). The data was obtained using the Western blot technique (Renart et al., 1979),

i.e. measuring relative protein abundances. In an iterative process, published data (Keller

et al., 2017; Kneissl et al., 2012) were complemented by newly collected data. The cells

were treated for indicated times with 0.05, 0.1, 1, 10 or 50 µg/ml cetuximab and/or 5, 30

or 100 ng/ml EGF. Protein abundances were quantified for total EGFR, phosphorylated

EGFR (pEGFR), phosphorylated ERK (pERK) and phosphorylated AKT (pAKT). This

provided a time-resolved and dose reponse collection of 303 data points for the MKN1 cell

line (Figure 3.1A) and 312 data points for the Hs746T cell line (Figure 3.1B).
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Overview of experimental data for MKN1 cell line
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Figure 3.1.: The experimental data. Overview of the experimental data used for model
calibration for (A) MKN1 and (B) Hs746T cell lines. The amount of data from the
literature (published by Keller et al. (2017)) and newly collected data (published as part
of this study) is distinguished. Adapted from Figure 1 of the thesis author’s publication
(Raimúndez et al., 2020).

To generate a transient knockdown of EGFR in the cell line MKN1 and a knockdown of

MET in Hs746T cells, siRNA was used. The siRNA transfection was checked on protein

level by Western blot analyses. Therefore, samples were collected 24 hours after the siRNA

transfection. For analysis of EGFR, ERK and AKT activation after EGFR knockdown,

cells were treated for 5 minutes with 5 ng/ml EGF or the combination of 1 µg/ml cetuximab

plus 5 ng/ml EGF. For further details on the experimental methods and measurement

techniques we refer the reader to Raimúndez et al. (2020).

The following sections present contributions made by the thesis author.

3.2.2. Data pre-processing

In Western blot data, as only intensity values on a single gel are comparable, the mapping

of the data to the model simulation requires scaling constants as in (2.3) – see Loos et al.

(2018) for a detailed discussion. Yet, due to the large number of Western blots, a large

number of scaling constants would be necessary. These are often unknown and have to

be inferred from the data on top of estimating the unknown model and noise parameters.

Therefore, increasing further the dimensionality of the parameter estimation problem, which

can cause convergence problems in the optimization and uncertainty analysis (especially

when using MCMC sampling methods). In the field of optimization, the problem can be

eliminated using novel hierarchical optimization methods (Loos et al., 2018; Schmiester

et al., 2019). However, this approach is not supported by Data2Dynamics (Raue et al.,

2015) – the modeling toolbox we used for this study.

Then, to reduce the number of scaling parameters, we pre-processed the experimental data

by aligning replicates. Replicates are, in this case, the experimental data for different
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Western blots capturing the same experimental conditions. Mathematically, we consider

the experimental data

ȳr,i = sr(µi + εr,i), εr,i ∼ N (0, σ2)

with r = 1, . . . , R indexing the replicate and i = 1, . . . , I indexing the experimental

condition. The experimental condition is a combination of cell line, treatment and time

point. The true level of a protein or phosphorylated protein in experimental condition i is

denoted by µi, and corrupted by measurement noise εr,i. The scaling constants associated

to different replicates (i.e. Western blot gels) are denoted by sr. As ȳ1,i and ȳ2,i should

agree up to measurement noise and scaling constant, we inferred estimates for all but one

scaling constant by solving the optimization problem

argmin
s2,...,sI ,σ

− log(L) :=
1

2

I∑
i=1

log(2πσ2)

(
1
sr
ȳr,i − µ̂i
σ

)2
 ,

subject to µ̂i =

R∑
r=1

1

sr
ȳr,i, and i = 1, . . . , I

with s1 = 1 for r = 1. The result of the optimization are the pre-processed data µ̂i and the

estimated standard deviation σ. The pre-processed data µ̂i aggregated the information of

the replicates by compensating for the individual scales. Without loss of generality, the

scale of the first replicate was considered as reference (s1 = 1), hence, µi ≈ siµ̂i (up to

measurement noise).

The pre-processing reduced the number of scaling constants for an experimental dataset

from R to 1 and renders the optimization problem more tractable. This scaling constant

effectively corresponds to the scaling constant for the first replicate s1.

3.3. Mathematical model of individual cell lines

In this section, we introduce the pathway model we developed to describe the dynamics

of the cetuximab responder and non-responder cell line. Firstly, we introduce the biology

underlying the model. Secondly, we enumerate the considered model reactions as well as

the parameter priors found from literature. Lastly, we calibrate the model individually for

the responder and non-responder cell line. We found that the proposed model is a good

candidate as the model provided a good description of most data points.
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3.3.1. Description of the EGFR signaling pathway

We utilized the gastric cancer cell lines MKN1 and Hs746T as model systems to study

response and resistance factors of cetuximab treatment. Based on previous results obtained

by proliferation and motility analysis, the MKN1 cell line is characterized as a cetuximab

responder, while Hs746T is characterized as a non-responder cell line (Keller et al., 2017;

Kneissl et al., 2012). Different factors might contribute to this difference, including a

2.5 fold higher EGFR expression in MKN1 cells compared to Hs746T (Kneissl et al.,

2012). Furthermore, MKN1 cells expresses the Phosphoinositide 3-Kinase (PI3K) mutant

PI3K p.E545K and in Hs746T cells MET is mutated to MET p.L982 D1028del and amplified

(den Dunnen et al., 2016). PI3K p.E545K (MPI3K) possesses an increased catalytic

activity compared to wild-type PI3K (Kang et al., 2005) resulting in enhanced downstream

signaling, while MET p.L982 D1028del (MMET) is assumed to be constitutively active,

i.e. independent of its ligand.

Cetuximab targets the EGFR signaling pathway, which regulates growth, survival, prolifer-

ation, differentiation (Oda et al., 2005) and motility (Keller et al., 2017; Wells, 1999). Upon

ligand binding, EGFR homodimerizes and auto-phosphorylates, promoting its catalytic

activity. pEGFR is internalized and degraded or recycled. Membrane-bound and internal-

ized pEGFR catalyzes the activation of the G-protein RAS and PI3K by phosphorylation.

While RAS activates the mitogen-activated (MAPK) signaling pathway resulting in the

phosphorylation of ERK, PI3K activity indirectly results in the phosphorylation of AKT.

Both, pERK and pAKT are important regulators of DNA transcription.

Cetuximab binds EGFR and blocks the binding of EGF or other EGFR ligands, such as

AREG and EREG (Li et al., 2005). This reduces – in the absence of resistance factors – the

activity of EGFR and its downstream targets. Known resistance factors to EGFR-targeted

therapies in other cancer types include mutations and overexpression of the receptor

tyrosine kinases AXL (Hrustanovic et al., 2013) or MET (Zhao et al., 2017).

A visualization of the EGFR signaling pathway accounting for common adaptor proteins,

cetuximab, as well as the aforementioned mutants of PI3K and MET is provided in

Figure 3.2A. Based on this pathway information and the available literature on published

ODE models (Fröhlich et al., 2018; Fujita et al., 2010; Hass et al., 2017; Sasagawa et al.,

2005; Schöberl et al., 2009) and logical models (Flobak et al., 2015) – in particular the work

of Sasagawa et al. (2005) and Fujita et al. (2010) – we constructed a simplified pathway

model using systems of ODEs as introduced in Section 2.1.1. To limit the model complexity,

adaptor proteins and multi-site phosphorylation of EGFR and ERK are disregarded, and
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Figure 3.2.: The pathway model. (A) Illustration of the EGFR/MMET signaling pathway,
focusing on the MAPK and AKT signaling cascades, used to build the mathematical
model. (B) Illustration of the mathematical model indicating shared and cell line specific
biochemical species/reactions. Adapted from Figure 1 of the thesis author’s publication
(Raimúndez et al., 2020).

the intermediate steps in the MAPK signaling pathway are lumped into a single reaction.

The simplified pathway description is visualized in Figure 3.2B.

3.3.2. Model reactions

Here, the biochemical reactions implemented in the proposed pathway model (Figure 3.2B)

are reported. After discussing with our experimental collaboration partners and building

on previously published models (Fujita et al., 2010; Sasagawa et al., 2005), we grouped the

model reactions into 5 modules: (i) EGF receptor dynamics, (ii) MMET receptor dynamics,

(iii) EGFR:MMET heterodimer dynamics, (iv) RAS-MAPK downstream signaling, and

(v) PI3K- and MPI3K-AKT downstream signaling. The parts that are exclusive for

Hs746T cells are the MMET receptor dynamics and EGFR:MMET heterodimer dynamics.

Moreover, PI3K is only expressed in Hs746T cells, while MPI3K is expressed only in MKN1

cells. The remaining reactions and biochemical species are common for both cell lines. All

model reactions follow mass action kinetics.

We further classified each model reaction into (i) summarizing multi-step signaling processes

and (ii) describing direct reactions. Examples of multi-step signaling processes include

the indirect activation of ERK by RAS or of AKT by MPI3K/PI3K (Figure 3.2A), which
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is described by one single reaction in the considered pathway model (Figure 3.2B). In

contrast, examples of direct reactions are the binding of EGF to EGFR. This classification

becomes relevant in Section 3.4 where modeling of cell line differences is considered.

EGF receptor dynamics

R1: ∅ → EGFR

R2: EGFR → ∅ (∗,membrane turnover)

R3: EGFR + CET → EGFR:CET

R4: EGFR:CET → EGFR + CET

R5: EGFR:CET → ∅ (∗,membrane turnover)

R6: EGFR + EGF → EGFR:EGF

R7: EGFR:EGF → EGFR + EGF

R8: EGFR:EGF + EGFR:EGF → (EGFR:EGF)2

R9: (EGFR:EGF)2 → (pEGFR:EGF)2

R10: (pEGFR:EGF)2 → (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle (∗)
R11: (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle → EGFR + EGFR (∗)
R12: EGFR:EGF → ∅ (∗,membrane turnover)

R13: (EGFR:EGF)2 → ∅ (∗,membrane turnover)

R14: (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle → ∅ (∗)

This module consists of 14 reactions describing – among other things – synthesis, ligand

and cetuximab (CET) binding, dimerization, internalization and degradation of EGFR.

In total 7 out of 14 reactions summarize multi-step processes, denoted by (∗). For the

dynamics of R2, R5, R12 and R13, we assumed a common kinetic rate constant describing

the membrane turnover. For R1, we considered in the EGFR silencing experiments that the

synthesis rate of EGFR is multiplied with the fold-change observed after siRNA treatment

(see Figure S12 from the thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020)).

MMET receptor dynamics

R15: ∅ → MMET

R16: MMET → ∅
R17: MMET + inhibitor → MMET:inhibitor

R18: MMET:inhibitor → MMET + inhibitor

R19: MMET:inhibitor → ∅
R20: MMET + MMET → MMET2

R21: MMET2 → pMMET2

R22: pMMET2 → pMMET2,endocytic vesicle
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R23: pMMET2,endocytic vesicle → MMET + MMET

R24: MMET2 → ∅
R25: pMMET2,endocytic vesicle → ∅
R26: MMET + MMET:inhibitor → MMET2:inhibitor

R27: MMET:inhibitor + MMET:inhibitor → (MMET:inhibitor)2

R28: MMET2 + inhibitor → MMET2:inhibitor

R29: MMET2:inhibitor + inhibitor → (MMET:inhibitor)2

R30: MMET2:inhibitor → ∅
R31: (MMET:inhibitor)2 → ∅

This module consists of 16 reactions describing – among other things – synthesis, ligand

and MET inhibitor binding, dimerization, internalization and degradation of MMET. This

signaling module is specific for Hs746T cells since MMET is not expressed in MKN1 cells.

For R15, we considered in the MMET silencing experiments that the synthesis rate of

MMET is multiplied with the fold-change observed after siRNA treatment (see Figure S11

from the thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020)). For R17, R28 and R29, we

considered that the KD value of the MET inhibitor is known from Park et al. (2016) and

the inhibitor concentrations are set in the experiments.

EGFR:MMET heterodimer dynamics

R32: MMET + EGFR → MMET:EGFR

R33: MMET:EGFR → pMMET:pEGFR

R34: pMMET:pEGFR → pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle

R35: pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle → MMET + EGFR

R36: MMET:EGFR → ∅
R37: pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle → ∅
R38: MMET:inhibitor + EGFR → EGFR:MMET:inhibitor

This module consists of 7 reactions describing the dynamics for the EGFR and MMET

heterodimers. This signaling module is specific for Hs746T cells since MMET is not

expressed in MKN1 cells.

RAS-MAPK downstream signaling

R39: RAS-GDP → RAS-GTP (∗)
R40: RAS-GDP + (pEGFR:EGF)2 → RAS-GTP + (pEGFR:EGF)2 (∗,EGFR induced activation)

R41: RAS-GDP + (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle → RAS-GTP + (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle

(∗,EGFR induced activation)
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R42: RAS-GDP + pMMET:pEGFR → RAS-GTP + pMMET:pEGFR

R43: RAS-GDP + pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle → RAS-GTP + pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle

R44: RAS-GDP + pMMET2 → RAS-GTP + pMMET2

R45: RAS-GDP + pMMET2,endocytic vesicle → RAS-GTP + pMMET2,endocytic vesicle

R46: RAS-GTP → RAS-GDP (∗)
R47: ERK + RAS-GTP → pERK + RAS-GDP (∗)
R48: pERK → ERK

This module consists of 10 reactions describing – among other things – basal and receptor

induced activation (including EGFR, MMET and their association), and downstream

signaling of RAS. We excluded the reactions involving the biochemical species pMMET2

and pMMET:pEGFR – also their corresponding internalized forms – as they are only

expressed in Hs746T cells. This leads to a total of 5 out of 10 reactions summarizing

multi-step processes, denoted by (∗). For the dynamics of R10 and R41, we assumed a

common kinetic rate constant describing the EGFR induced activation of RAS.

PI3K- and MPI3K-AKT downstream signaling

R49: PI3K → pPI3K

R50: PI3K + (pEGFR:EGF)2 → pPI3K + (pEGFR:EGF)2

R51: PI3K + (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle → pPI3K + (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle

R52: PI3K + pMMET:pEGFR → pPI3K + pMMET:pEGFR

R53: PI3K + pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle → pPI3K + pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle

R54: PI3K + pMMET2 → pPI3K + pMMET2

R55: PI3K + pMMET2,endocytic vesicle → pPI3K + pMMET2,endocytic vesicle

R56: pPI3K → PI3K (∗, †)
R57: MPI3K → pMPI3K

R58: MPI3K + (pEGFR:EGF)2 → pMPI3K + (pEGFR:EGF)2

R59: MPI3K + (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle → pMPI3K + (pEGFR:EGF)2,endocytic vesicle

R60: MPI3K + pMMET:pEGFR → pMPI3K + pMMET:pEGFR

R61: MPI3K + pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle → pMPI3K + pMMET:pEGFRendocytic vesicle

R62: MPI3K + pMMET2 → pMPI3K + pMMET2

R63: MPI3K + pMMET2,endocytic vesicle → pMPI3K + pMMET2,endocytic vesicle

R64: pMPI3K → MPI3K (∗, †)
R65: AKT + pPI3K → pAKT + pPI3K (∗,PI3K/MPI3K induced activation)

R66: AKT + pMPI3K → pAKT + pMPI3K (∗,PI3K/MPI3K induced activation)

R67: pAKT → AKT (∗)
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This module consists of 19 reactions describing – among other things – basal and receptor

induced activation, and downstream signaling of PI3K, which is expressed in Hs746T cells,

and MPI3K, which is expressed in MKN1 cells. All kinetic rate constants defined for PI3K

and MPI3K are common between the cell lines, except for the inactivation rate – due to

PI3K mutation in MKN1 cells – indicated by (†). We excluded the reactions involving the

biochemical species pMMET2 and pMMET:pEGFR – also their corresponding internalized

forms – as they are only expressed in Hs746T cells. This leads to a total of 4 out of 19

reactions summarizing multi-step processes, denoted by (∗). We assumed a common kinetic

rate constant describing the PI3K (and MPI3K) induced activation of AKT.

The model accounts for 27 biochemical species. Protein abundances for RAS, ERK, PI3K,

MPI3K and AKT were assumed to be conserved, which results in an ODE model with

22 state variables. As the absolute abundances of the conserved species are unknown,

we consider as state the relative abundance with the concentration in MKN1 cells and

rich culture media as reference point for RAS, ERK, MPI3K and AKT. As PI3K is not

represented in MKN1 cells, we used the concentration in Hs746T cells and rich culture

media as reference point. The changes in expression levels between the different culture

media (rich and starvation medium) were estimated as proposed by Steiert et al. (2016)

(cf. Section 3.4.1). All these, together with reaction rates and scaling constants, lead to

a total of 57 unknown parameters for MKN1 cells and 115 for Hs746T cells. As initial

conditions for the simulations of time and dose response data, we employed the steady

state of the unperturbed system. This steady state is specific to the combination of cell

line and culture medium.

For a more detailed description – including reaction rates – refer to the SBML model avail-

able in the PEtab benchmark collection (https://github.com/Benchmarking-Initiative/

Benchmark-Models-PEtab).

3.3.3. Encoding available information about model parameters

We screened the literature for the considered model parameters, in particular for the

kinetic rate constants. Using the obtained information, we defined prior distributions for

individual rate constants (Table 3.1). As priors, we considered Gaussian distributions of

the log10-transformed parameter values θlog := log10(θ)

p(θlog) =
1√
2πσ̂

exp

−1

2

(
θlog − θ̂log)

σ̂

)2
 ,

https://github.com/Benchmarking-Initiative/Benchmark-Models-PEtab
https://github.com/Benchmarking-Initiative/Benchmark-Models-PEtab
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Table 3.1.: Literature values used as prior information in the parameter estimation. The
reported mean values were log10-transformed and used as priors for the parameterization
of the model. Dissociation constants are denoted by KD and forward reaction rates by kf .
Note that the same kinetic rate constant can appear in different reactions, e.g., receptor
endocytosis in R10, R22 and R34. Formation of endocytic vesicles is denoted in short by
“end. ves.”. Adapted from Table S2 of the author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).

Reaction Mean value Reference
R6, R7:
EGFR + EGF 
 EGFR:EGF

KD = 2 nM
Klein et al. (2004)

(page 1)

R3, R4:
EGFR + CET 
 EGFR:CET

KD = 0.39 nM
Kim & Grothey (2008)

(page 2)

R10:
(pEGFR:EGF)2 → (pEGFR:EGF)2,end. ves.

R22:
pMMET2 → pMMET2,end. ves.

R34:
pMMET:pEGFR → pMMET:pEGFRend. ves.

kf = 0.25 min−1 Sorkin & Duex (2010)
(page 19)

R67: pAKT → AKT kf = (1.5× 60) min−1 Schöberl et al. (2009)
(kinetic rate constant kf83)

with θ̂log denoting the mean and σ̂ the standard deviation of the Gaussian-distributed prior.

The Gaussian priors were centered around, i.e. their mean is equal to, the corresponding

log10-transformed literature values (Table 3.1) with a standard deviation of 0.2. For the

frequentist approaches used here for parameter estimation, these available estimates are

treated as additional data points.

3.3.4. Model calibration

We calibrated the pathway model using a comprehensive dataset obtained using quantitative

immunoblotting. The dataset contains time and dose responses for EGFR, pEGFR, pERK

and pAKT. We considered 303 data points for the MKN1 cell line (Figure 3.1A) and 312

data points for the Hs746T cell line (Figure 3.1B).

The concentrations of biochemical species were linked to the observables as introduced

in Section 2.1.2. As Western blot measurements provide relative information about the

absolute molecular state, the model observables correspond to (2.3). To adapt the scale of

different replicates and standard deviation of the experimental data, we pre-processed the

experimental data employing mixture modeling (see Section 3.2.2). We assumed additive

Gaussian-distributed noise with noise parameters fixed to the estimated standard deviations

obtained during the data pre-processing step and therefore further reduced the complexity

of the optimization problem (Loos et al., 2018).
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We determined the maximum likelihood estimates of all unknown model parameters, includ-

ing model and observable parameters, using multi-start local optimization (Section 2.2.2).

The estimation was performed individually for MKN1 and Hs746T cells. We generated 1000

starting points for local optimization using latin hypercube sampling. Local optimization

was performed using a trust-region based algorithm (see Section 2.2.2) implemented in the

MATLAB least-square solver lsqnonlin, which exploits the least-squares like structure

of the optimization problems (Coleman & Li, 1996), interfaced by the Data2Dynamics

toolbox.

For MKN1 cells, the optimizer converged reliably. This is reflected in the clear plateau

in the waterfall plot (Figure 3.3A). For the optimal parameters we observed a good

agreement of MKN1 data and model fit (Figure 3.3B-D) (Pearson correlation ρ = 0.95).

For Hs746T cells, the results of the multi-start optimization do not show clear plateaus,

suggesting that the objective function possesses a large number of local optima or flat

regions (Figure 3.4A). But even so, the best fit found provides an accurate description

of the data (Figure 3.4B-D) (ρ = 0.91) and the best 100 fits achieve similar correlations

(Annex Figure B.1). Furthermore, the best 10 fits are statistically not distinguishable from

the best fit (Hross & Hasenauer, 2016). A potential source of the convergence problems for

Hs746T cells is the low signal-to-noise ratio, which is caused by the limited response to

EGF and cetuximab treatment (see, e.g., Figure 3.4C-D) since this is a non-responder cell

line. Yet, despite the low signal-to-noise ratio, several changes are statistically significant

(see analysis by Keller et al. (2017) for a part of the published data). As the model fits

provided a good description of most data points, the parameter estimation confirmed that

the proposed pathway model is a good candidate for further analysis.

3.4. Integrated mathematical model of multiple cell lines

In this section, we extend the pathway model to simultaneously describe the dynamics

of the considered cell lines. We start with the description of how dynamical differences

between the cell lines are encoded in the model. Afterwards, we build a collection of various

model hypotheses and calibrate them to the available data to unravel causal differences

between the cell lines. Using model selection, we found that the extended model with the

most evidence considers cell line differences in the EGFR turnover dynamics.
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Figure 3.3.: Experimental data and model fit for the gastric cancer cell line MKN1.
(A) Waterfall plot for multi-start local optimization. The best 500 out of 1000 runs are
depicted from which a magnification of the best 50 multi-starts is indicated by the blue
box. Red dots denote the starts converged to the global optimum within a small numerical
margin. (B) Scatter plot for the overall agreement of experimental data and model fit.
(C-D) Comparison of selected experimental data and model fits. Time and dose response
data obtained using immunoblotting indicate the mean and standard deviation of three
biological experiments. For visualization in (C) and (D), experimental measurements were
scaled to model simulation using the estimated scaling constants to overlay the response to
different experimental conditions. Adapted from Figure 2 of the thesis author’s publication
(Raimúndez et al., 2020). Additional data and model fits are provided in Annex Figure B.2.
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Figure 3.4.: Experimental data and model fit for the gastric cancer cell line Hs746T.
(A) Waterfall plots for multi-start local optimization. The best 500 out of 2000 runs are
depicted from which a magnification of the best 50 multi-starts is indicated by the blue
box. Red dots denote the starts converged to the global optimum within a small numerical
margin. (B) Scatter plot for the overall agreement of experimental data and model fits.
(C-D) Comparison of selected experimental data and model fit. Time and dose response
data obtained using immunoblotting indicate the mean and standard deviation of three
biological experiments. For visualization in (C) and (D), experimental measurements were
scaled to model simulation using the estimated scaling constants to overlay the response to
different experimental conditions. Adapted from Figure 3 of the thesis author’s publication
(Raimúndez et al., 2020). Additional data and model fits are provided in Annex Figure B.3.
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3.4.1. Encoding cell line differences into a single model

To infer causal differences between responder (MKN1) and non-responder (Hs746T) cell

lines, we allowed for differences between the model parameters, i.e. rate constants and

initial conditions, of the cell lines. Following the work of Steiert et al. (2016), we modelled

the difference by the additional parameters φj ,

θj,Hs746T = exp(φj) · θj,MKN1

with φj denoting the log-fold change for the j-th model parameter. If φj is zero, the

parameters of the two cell lines are identical. We fixed φj to zero for all model parameters

which are associated with direct biochemical interactions, e.g. binding rates, which should

be conserved between cell lines. Only for expression levels and indirect interactions,

i.e. simplification of multi-step processes, we allowed for φj 6= 0 and therefore estimated φj

along with all unknown parameters ψ = (ψ,φ). On top of modeling differences between

cell lines, we maintained the differences between cell culture media (Section 3.3.2).

3.4.2. Finding causal differences between two cell lines beyond mutations and

expression patterns

The available experimental data (Figures 3.3 and 3.4, and Annex Figures B.2 and B.3)

showed a pronounced difference in the response of the cell lines to EGF and cetuximab

treatment. Potential sources of this behavior are differences in mutation patterns, protein

expression levels/abundances and reaction fluxes (due to an influence of latent components

between the cell lines). While we did not perform a comprehensive quantification of the

protein abundances, selected measurements and transcriptome data indicated substantial

differences between the cell lines.

To identify important differences in the reaction fluxes, we compared the parameter

estimates obtained for the individual cell lines. These parameter estimates should reflect

changes on the biochemical level between the cell lines. In the comparison, we only

considered parameters associated with single model reactions summarizing multi-step

signaling processes. In contrast, for direct reactions the reaction rate constant should be

identical for both cell lines. For details on the classification of the reactions we refer to

Section 3.3.2.

For the comparison we considered the best 100 parameter vectors obtained by multi-start

local optimization for MKN1 and Hs746T cell lines (Annex Figure B.1). Statistical testing

for cell line specificity of parameters was performed using one-way-ANOVA suggesting
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Table 3.2.: Reaction rate constant candidates for cell line specificity. The following
kinetic rate constants were identified as significantly different between the cell lines by
the ANOVA statistical test. All kinetic rate constants belonging to the same module
were simultaneously tested (not individually) resulting in 8 different model candidates.
Formation of endocytic vesicles is denoted in short by “end. ves.”. Adapted from Table S1
of the author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).

Module Reaction Description

EGFR

turnover

R10: (pEGFR:EGF)2 → (pEGFR:EGF)2,end. ves. Endocytosis of pEGFR

R14: (pEGFR:EGF)2,end. ves. → ∅
Lysosomal degradation

of endocyted pEGFR

R2: EGFR → ∅

R5: EGFR:CET → ∅

R12: EGFR:EGF → ∅

R13: (EGFR:EGF)2 → ∅

Basal membrane turnover

R11: (pEGFR:EGF)2,end. ves. → EGFR + EGFR EGFR recycling endosomes

RAS-MAPK

signaling

R39: RAS-GDP → RAS-GTP Basal activation of RAS

R40: RAS-GDP + (pEGFR:EGF)2 →

→ RAS-GTP + (pEGFR:EGF)2

R41: RAS-GDP + (pEGFR:EGF)2,end. ves. →

→ RAS-GTP + (pEGFR:EGF)2,end. ves.

EGFR dependent

activation of RAS

R46: RAS-GTP → RAS-GDP Basal GTPase activity of RAS

R47: ERK + RAS-GTP → pERK + RAS-GDP
RAS dependent activation

of MAPK

PI3K-AKT

signaling

R65: AKT + pPI3K → pAKT + pPI3K

R66: AKT + pMPI3K → pAKT + pMPI3K

PI3K and MPI3K dependent

activation of AKT

R67: pAKT → AKT Basal dephosphorylation of pAKT

R56: pPI3K → PI3K

R64: pMPI3K → MPI3K

Basal dephosphorylation of

pPI3K and pMPI3K
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Figure 3.5.: Identification of cell line specific parameters. (A) RAS-MAPK and PI3K-
AKT signaling pathways as well as EGFR turnover dynamics as possible cell line specificity
candidates. Dots and bars depict the median and one standard deviation (68% percentile
interval) of the top 100 log10-transformed parameter estimates obtained by the optimization.
Values obtained from MKN1 and Hs746T cells are shown along the X and Y axis, respectively.
Coloring indicates significantly different parameter pairs (p < 0.05). Gray points indicate
non-significantly different and direct reactions (n.s.). (B) Highlighted cell line specificity
candidates in the model overview. Coloring and numeric labeling correspond to Figure 3.5A.
(C) Model selection using AIC shows that only changing the receptor turnover dynamics
results in the best model. (D,E) Scatter plot for the overall agreement of experimental
data and combined model fit for (D) the MKN1 cell line and (E) the Hs746T cell line.
Results correspond to the best model (M5). Adapted from Figure 4 of the thesis author’s
publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020). The fits for the selected model (M5) are provided in
Figure 3.6.
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significant (p < 0.05) differences for 12 out of 20 estimated kinetic rate constants (Fig-

ure 3.5A). The mapping of the findings on the pathway visualization revealed potential

differences in (I) RAS-MAPK signaling, (II) PI3K-AKT signaling, and (III) EGFR turnover

including internalization, degradation and recycling (Figure 3.5B). A detailed list of the

parameters and reactions is provided in Table 3.2. In addition, mutated MET and mutated

PI3K can cause differences between cell lines as each is only present in one of the cell lines.

The comparison of the optimal parameter values found for the different cell lines provides a

conservative evaluation. Indeed, not all differences between cell lines might be required to fit

the data (see Steiert et al. (2016)). To assess the relevance of differences in modules (I)–(III),

we fitted the datasets for the MKN1 and Hs746T cell lines simultaneously. Therefore, a

collection of mathematical models was developed accounting for cell line specific mutations

and protein abundances, as well as all possible combinations of differences of parameters

belonging to modules (I), (II) and (III). All remaining kinetic rate constants were assumed

to be identical for the cell lines. In total, eight different models were constructed accounting

for all possible combinations. For each candidate model, a multi-start local optimization

run was performed using the complete dataset and 100 starting points. The combination of

molecular data for responder and non-responder cell lines provides additional constraints

for the parameters and increases the number of data points per estimated parameter.

Model selection using AIC (Section 2.4.2), indicated that the model including cell line

specific differences in only the EGFR turnover dynamics provides the best qualitative

description of the experimental data (Figure 3.5C). This agrees with previous findings

reporting the presence of FBXW7 p.R465C mutation in MKN1 cells, but not in Hs746T

cells. FBXW7 ubiquitinates EGFR, leading to changes in the turnover/degradation of

EGFR between the cell lines (Heindl et al., 2012). The resulting model provides an accurate

description of the experimental data for the responder (Figure 3.5D) and the non-responder

(Figure 3.5E) cell lines. Details on the model fit for the selected model are provided in

Figure 3.6 and Annex Figures B.4 and B.5.

3.4.3. Testing additional model structures

We evaluated if the fitting of the best candidate model (M5 in Figure 3.5C) can be improved

by including additional processes such as the negative feedback regulation of RAS activity

by phosphorylated ERK (Lake et al., 2016) (Figure 3.7A). As the negative feedback is

mediated by decreasing the activation of RAS, we can model this feedback by redefining
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Figure 3.6.: Experimental data and combined model fit for the best model M5.
(A-B) Comparison of selected experimental data and model fit for Hs746T cell line. (C-
D) Comparison of selected experimental data and model fit for MKN1 cell line. (A-D) Time
and dose response data obtained using immunoblotting indicate the mean and standard
deviation of three biological experiments. Experimental measurements were scaled to model
simulation using the estimated scaling factors. (E) Waterfall plots for multi-start local
optimization. The best 200 out of 1000 runs are depicted from which a magnification of
the best 50 multi-starts is indicated by the blue box. Red dots denote the starts converged
to the global optimum within a small numerical margin. Additional data and model fits
are provided in Annex Figures B.4 and B.5. Adapted from Figure S1 of the thesis author’s
publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).
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Figure 3.7.: Comparison of the model with and without feedback. (A) Schematic of the
model including negative feedback regulation from ERK to RAS. (B) Differences of AIC
values for the model and the best AIC. The parameter estimation results for both models
were obtained using 300 local optimization runs. The analysis suggested that the model
without feedback is more consistent with the experimental data. (C) Waterfall plot for
multi-start local optimization for the model with the feedback loop. The best 50 out of 300
runs are depicted. The red dot indicates the only start that converged to the presumed
global optimum, within a small numerical margin. Adapted from Figure S8 of the thesis
author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).

the model reaction R39 as

RAS-GDP→ RAS-GTP with rate ka[activated receptor][RAS-GDP]
Ki

(Ki + [pERK])
,

with Ki being the inhibition strength, [activated receptor] being the sum of concentration

of (pEGFR:EGF)2, (pEGFR:EGF)2,end. ves., pMMET:pEGFR, pMMET:pEGFRend. ves.,

pMMET2 or pMMET2,end. ves., and ka being the activation rate of RAS-GDP by a single

activated receptor. The short form “end. ves.” denotes the formation of endocytic vesicles.

We fitted all unknown model parameters of the extended model to the experimental data

(Figure 3.1) using multi-start local optimization with 300 starting points. The AIC value of

the extended model is higher than for the model without negative feedback (Figure 3.7B),

which suggests that the model without the feedback loop is more consistent with the

experimental data. We note that the difference observed between the AIC values is larger

than two times the number of additional parameters. This implies that the model with

the feedback loop provides a worse fit than the original model. This can be explained

by the fact that (i) the model with feedback is not a special case of the model without

feedback (as a rate of zero is not in the admissible interval) or (ii) that the multi-start

optimization did not find the optimal parameter value (Figure 3.7C). Therefore, in the

subsequent analyses we used the model without the feedback loop.
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3.5. Assessment of uncertainty and predictive power of the integrated model

In this section, we assess the uncertainty in the estimated parameters of the best candidate

of the integrated pathway model. Then, we perform model predictions that are validated

with experimental data. Lastly, we interrogate the model to predict already established

response and resistance factors. We found that, despite uncertainties in the parameters,

the model is able to yield accurate predictions.

3.5.1. Quantification of parameter uncertainty

The selected integrated pathway model describing the experimental data for the cell lines

MKN1 and Hs746T possesses 136 parameters in total. From these, 57 parameters are

associated with the reaction kinetics and protein abundances (for wild-type and mutant

proteins), and 79 are parameters related to the observations (i.e. scaling constants). To

assess the identifiability of the kinetic parameters as well as differences between cell lines

and culture media, we computed the profile likelihoods (as introduced in Section 2.2.3).

We did not calculate the profiles for the observable parameters as they differ between single

experiments and are not relevant for the model dynamical response.

The analysis of the profile likelihoods revealed that 23 out of 57 parameters are practically

identifiable, because the 90% confidence intervals are finite (Figure 3.8A). Most of the

identifiable parameters take part in the EGFR dynamics module, involving processes

such as internalization, degradation, ligand binding and dimerization. The remaining

parameters are practically non-identifiable, meaning that lower and/or upper bounds

could not be found for the defined confidence level (for details on parameter identifiability

see Section 2.2.3). In particular, parameters related to MMET signaling are practically

non-identifiable. This is not unexpected as MMET is not directly observed.

We complemented the profile likelihood calculation with an evaluation of the Fisher

Information Matrix (FIM) at the maximum likelihood estimate (see Section 2.2.3). The

eigenvalue spectrum of the FIM for the kinetic parameters and initial conditions spans

many orders of magnitude (Figure 3.8B), implying sloppiness (Gutenkunst et al., 2007).

Interestingly, there are 50 eigenvalues that differ substantially from numerical zero, meaning

that the number of constrained directions in parameter space – given by the eigenvectors

– is larger than the number of identifiable parameters. This can happen if individual

parameters are non-identifiable but functions of several parameters (e.g. sums, differences

or ratios) are identifiable. As the detailed analysis of this using profile likelihoods is
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Figure 3.8.: Uncertainty of the parameter estimates for the integrated model. (A) Con-
fidence intervals for the identifiable parameters. The confidence intervals corresponding
to the confidence levels 90%, 95% and 99% are shown. Parameter bounds used for opti-
mization are indicated in black dashed lines. (B) Eigenvalue spectrum of the FIM for the
dynamical parameters. The spectra have each been normalized by their largest eigenvalue
(λmax). Gray shading indicates a spreading of less than six orders of magnitude. Adapted
from Figure 5 of the thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).

computationally demanding, the analysis of the FIM provides a first glimpse of parameter

uncertainty.

3.5.2. The integrated model yields reliable predictions

While the estimates of many parameters appear reliable, the insights that can be obtained

by studying the parameter values are limited. As many parameters in the model represent

multi-step processes, there is no clear biological counterpart. This is different for the

state variables and outputs of the model, allowing for model-based predictions. To assess

the predictive power of the model despite the sloppy eigenvalue spectrum and the non-

identifiable parameters, we simulated the system in additional experimental conditions,

i.e. in conditions not used for the fitting. Firstly, we evaluated whether the model

can, despite the non-identifiabilities in the MMET signaling dynamics, predict published

experimental data for the response of Hs746T cells to selected MET inhibitors. Therefore,

the MET inhibitor was implemented in the model, and simulation was performed using

the previously optimized parameters. The inhibition rate was set as reported by Park et al.

(2016) (Section 3.3.2). We found that the model qualitatively predicts the reduction of
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A B

Figure 3.9.: Model predictions by the integrated model. (A) In silico prediction and
experimental validation of MET inhibitor response in Hs746T cells. Validation data
for the MET inhibitor KRC-00715 extracted from Park et al. (2016). The signal was
normalized with respect to the untreated condition. (B) Model prediction (left) and
experimental validation (right) of long-term response to EGF and the combination of EGF
with cetuximab in MKN1 cells. Adapted from Figure 5 of the thesis author’s publication
(Raimúndez et al., 2020).

pMMET and pAKT levels observed by Park et al. (2016) (Figure 3.9A). Secondly, we

predicted the state of MKN1 cells beyond the first 4 hours for which experimental data are

available. We found that the model provides reasonable predictions for long-time response

of EGFR, pEGFR and pERK (Figure 3.9B). Accordingly, our analysis showed that the

model structure and parameter estimates are reasonable and that the model is able to

predict the considered validation experiments.

3.5.3. Model prediction of response and resistance factors

The developed mathematical model provides a screening tool for the rapid assessment

of potential response and resistance factors. Here, we demonstrate this by studying the

validity of the predictions for several established factors (Figure 3.10A).

The evident differences between the responder cell line, MKN1, and the non-responder

cell line, Hs746T, are the mutation patterns. The experimental data for MKN1 cells
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showed that PIK3CA p.E545K is not a resistance factor. However, our model predicted the

association of PIK3CA overexpression (due to p.E545K mutation) with an insensitivity of

pAKT to cetuximab treatment (Annex Figure B.6). This is difficult to test experimentally,

but consistent with the finding that PIK3CA mutation is a source of acquired cetuximab

resistance in metastatic colorectal cancer patients (Xu et al., 2017). The model predictions

suggested the same for gastric cancer, although “PIK3CA mutations were not significantly

associated with any clinical, epidemiologic, or pathologic characteristic” (Harada et al.,

2016) in gastric cancer patients obtaining non-targeted therapy.

The MET exon 14 juxtamembrane splice site mutation found in Hs746T cells inhibits the

degradation of MET receptor, prolonging its oncogenic activity (Pilotto et al., 2017). MET

activation is an established resistance factor for cetuximab treatment in gastric cancer

(Kneissl et al., 2012). Indeed, our model predicted that a knockdown of mutant MET

reduced Hs746T cell proliferation and survival signaling via ERK and AKT (Figure 3.10B).

To validate the prediction, MMET was silenced and quantitative immunoblotting was

performed. We found that the model provided accurate quantitative predictions for EGFR,

pEGFR, pERK and pAKT (Figure 3.10C) (ρ = 0.872) although the down-regulation of

pERK was slightly underestimated.

Beyond mutations, amplifications and expression changes have been reported as response

and resistance factors. In particular the abundance of EGFR has been reported to be

associated with cetuximab response in gastric cancer (Kneissl et al., 2012; Zhang et al.,

2013). Our model predicted that reducing EGFR expression levels in MKN1 – a cell line

overexpressing EGFR – decreased the levels of pEGFR, pERK and pAKT (Figure 3.10D).

Interestingly, the effect on downstream signaling was predicted to be relatively small. We

tested this prediction by silencing EGFR expression and found a good agreement with

experimental data (Figure 3.10E) (ρ = 0.915). The result implies that the dependence of

ERK and AKT activity on EGFR activity is limited.

Beyond the expression of EGFR, the abundance of the EGFR ligand AREG has been shown

to correlate positively with cetuximab response (Kneissl et al., 2012). As the biochemical

processes underlying AREG- and EGF-induced activation of EGFR signaling are similar

(Wilson et al., 2009), we employed the same model for AREG and EGF treatment. Following

the literature (Macdonald-Obermann & Pike, 2014), we assumed that AREG has an EGFR

affinity about 50 times lower than EGF. We neglected to include that AREG stimulation

leads to EGFR recycling while EGF promotes EGFR degradation (Roepstorff et al., 2009).

The resulting model predicted – in the absence of MMET activation, i.e. in MKN1 cells –

that for higher AREG levels cetuximab achieved a higher reduction in EGFR and ERK
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phosphorylation (Figure 3.10F). As a consequence of PI3K mutation in MKN1 cells, AKT

activation was insensitive to changes in the receptor signal. This model prediction is in

line with the published experimental data in (Kneissl et al., 2012).

3.5.4. Validation of the parameter sets

To dissect the contribution of the selected model topology and the estimated parameter

values on the model predictions (Figures 3.8 and 3.10), we evaluated the prediction

accuracy for random parameters and optimized parameters. As all the model predictions

were performed with the same model, we first looked at the differences in the likelihood

value for the 20 best fits compared to the best likelihood estimate (Figure 3.11A). This

already indicated a worse performance of the initial parameter guesses as they showed

a larger likelihood ratio compared to the final optimal parameters. Additionally, we

looked at the correlations between the model predictions and each validation dataset:

MMET inhibition (Figure 3.11B), long-term response in MKN1 cells (Figure 3.11C), and

EGFR and MMET expression silencing experiments (Figure 3.11D). We found that already

random parameter values achieved a positive correlation of the model predictions and the

validation data, implying that there is information in the model topology. However, the

correlation was substantially higher for the fitted parameters, meaning that the parameter

estimation improved the predictive power. Accordingly, model structure and estimated

model parameters contributed to the observed prediction accuracy.

3.6. Summary and discussion

Mechanistic ODE models are widely used for the integration of experimental data and the

analysis of causal relations. Furthermore, recent studies demonstrate their potential for

the identification of biomarkers (Fey et al., 2015; Fröhlich et al., 2018; Hass et al., 2017).

To utilize this approach for gastric cancer, in this chapter we developed a mechanistic

mathematical model of signaling in gastric cancer. The model describes the dynamics

of the EGFR, ERK and AKT signaling pathways in response to EGF and cetuximab

treatment, accounting for mutation patterns and protein expression levels. The proposed

model provides a more detailed description than the only available logical model (Flobak

et al., 2015) by capturing individual biochemical reactions and encoding the wild-type and

mutated proteins. To the best of our knowledge, the proposed model is the first mechanistic

mathematical model tailored to gastric cancer signaling.
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estimate found during the multi-start local optimization. The 20 best parameter sets
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their corresponding final optimized values, θoptimal. The agreement is shown in terms of
Spearman’s correlation coefficients. The 20 best parameter sets are shown paired with
their initial guesses. The validation datasets shown are (B) MMET inhibition, (C) long-
term kinetic response in MKN1 cells, and (D) silencing of EGFR and MMET expression.
Adapted from Figure S9 of the thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).

To assess the predictive power of the model, we performed a broad spectrum of analyses.

First, we used the model to study causal differences between the cetuximab responder cell

line, MKN1, and non-responder cell line, Hs746T. The analysis suggested the presence of a

MET mutation as well as differences in receptor internalization and recycling as key factors

for the response to cetuximab treatment. Second, we validated the predicted response to a

MET inhibitor (KRC-00715) as well as to long-term EGF and EGF in combination with

cetuximab treatment. Third, we employed the model to predict response and resistance

factors. The predicted role of the EGFR abundance as well as MMET were experimentally

confirmed by knockdown experiments. The array of successful validations suggests that the
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model has the potential to be used as a hypothesis-generating tool for guiding biomarker

discovery.

While all predictive tests were positive, the parameters and predictions of the proposed

model are subject to uncertainties. Less than 50% of the parameters were practically

identifiable, implying that additional experimental data is required to improve identifiability.

In particular, measurements of MMET activity would be beneficial, as well as the absolute

quantification of expression and phosphorylation levels. The complexity and size of the

considered model impaired the global assessment of parameter uncertainties using Bayesian

(sampling-based) approaches as introduced in Section 2.3, which failed for the available

tools. Therefore, efficient Bayesian inference methods tailored to models of such complexity

are needed.

Furthermore, a detailed experimental analysis of the impact of gene expression on cetuximab

response using isogenic cell lines would provide valuable information about signal processing.

Complementary to this, the model provides only a crude description of the core pathways

and extensions might become necessary. Specifically, the adaptor proteins, intermediate

kinases and the effect of multi-site phosphorylation could be included. Furthermore,

additional members of the HER family and additional receptor tyrosine kinases, such as

AXL, could be included. A template for the refinement could be provided by the Atlas

of Cancer Signalling Networks (Kuperstein et al., 2015) or the large-scale mechanistic

model introduced by Fröhlich et al. (2018). However, all model extensions should be

counterbalanced with acquisition of additional experimental data for gastric cancer cell

lines.

For model-based patient stratification, the model also needs to be extended to account

for antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC). ADCC is – besides the binding of

cetuximab to EGFR and the inhibition of receptor dimerization and intracellular signal

transduction – the second mode of action of cetuximab. ADCC provokes immune cell-

mediated killing of tumor cells (Hara et al., 2008). Since the ADCC effect cannot be

observed in vitro, patient samples would be required to study this effect.

In summary, the proposed model provides a potentially valuable tool for gastric cancer

research in the context of cetuximab treatment. It aggregates the information of a

comprehensive list of publications and describes a large set of data points. In the future, it

might be used to integrate additional data, e.g. from different cell lines and drugs.





Chapter 4

A marginalization-based approach

for Bayesian parameter inference in

mechanistic models with relative data

This chapter is based on and in part identical to the following publication:

• Raimúndez, E., and Hasenauer, J. Posterior marginalization accelerates Bayesian

inference for dynamical systems, in preparation.

Mechanistic models based on ordinary differential equations (ODEs) have become important

tools for understanding and unraveling the mechanisms underlying, among others, biological

signaling processes (Kitano, 2002; Klipp et al., 2005; Schöberl et al., 2009), patient survival

(Fey et al., 2015; Hass et al., 2017) and epidemic dynamics (Contento et al., 2021; Giordano

et al., 2020; Zhao & Chen, 2020). However, the parameters of all these models are in

general unknown a priori and need to be inferred from experimental data (Raue et al.,

2013b).

To estimate unknown parameters and quantify their uncertainties, Bayesian approaches are

commonly used (Contento et al., 2021; Hug et al., 2013; Raue et al., 2013a), which often rely

on the sampling of the posterior distribution using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

algorithms (Section 2.3.3). Bayesian parameter inference provides information about

parameter and prediction uncertainties, and thereby the reliability of models. Yet, the

generation of representative posterior samples tends to become computationally challenging

for high-dimensional problems (Bellman, 1961). This is a major bottleneck that leaves

sampling methods on the edge of computational feasibility. Procedures to tackle this

dimensionality issue have been applied in the field of cosmology, where integration over

nuisance parameters is performed, i.e. they get marginalized out of the estimation problem,

as these characterize effects for which an accurate understanding is lacking (Taylor &

Kitching, 2010).

In this chapter, with a focus on the field of systems biology and particularly in the context

of ODE models with relative measurement data, we present an approach based on the
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marginalization over observation-related parameters that allows to reduce the dimensionality

of the sampling problem. We present cases for which an analytical marginalization is

possible and demonstrate the benefit of the marginalization-based approach for various

application examples. Furthermore, we show the huge potential of this approach when

successfully applying it to the gastric cancer model presented in Chapter 3, for which

previous standard sampling methods failed.

4.1. Parameter inference for mechanistic models with relative data

In systems biology, most measurement techniques, e.g. Western blotting (Renart et al.,

1979), flow cytometry (Herzenberg et al., 2006) and fluorescence microscopy (Sanderson

et al., 2014), only provide relative information about the absolute molecular state. Therefore,

as introduced in Section 2.1.2, to establish a proper statistical link between experimental

data and a computational model, observable parameters (e.g. scaling and offset constants)

and noise parameters need to be introduced (Degasperi et al., 2017; Raue et al., 2013b;

Weber et al., 2011). Mostly, these are also unknown, hence they need to be estimated along

with the model parameters, e.g. reaction rate constants and initial conditions, increasing the

dimensionality of the estimation problem, in some cases, even doubling its size (Bachmann

et al., 2011; Raimúndez et al., 2020).

In the context of frequentist parameter estimation, hierarchical optimization approaches

have been developed (Loos et al., 2018; Schmiester et al., 2019; Weber et al., 2011). These

methods exploit that optimal observable and noise parameters can be computed analytically

for a given set of model parameters, and provide a substantial benefit in the optimization

convergence. However, these concepts cannot be used for rigorous Bayesian parameter

inference since, among others, these methods do not take into account prior distributions

of the observable and noise parameters.

Here, we consider ODE models as introduced in Section 2.1.1 with observables constructed

as in (2.3). Following Bayes’ theorem for relative measurement data under the assumption

of additive Gaussian noise, the posterior distribution p(θ, s, σ2|D) is given by

p(θ, s, σ2|D) =
p(D|θ, s, σ2)p(θ)p(s, σ2)

p(D)
, (4.1)

in which p(D|θ, s, σ2) denotes the likelihood function, p(θ) denotes the prior on the model

parameters θ, p(s, σ2) denotes the prior on the noise variances σ2 and scaling constants s,

and p(D) denotes the marginal probability of the data (being a normalization constant).

Currently, the standard approach is to use MCMC sampling methods to construct repre-
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Figure 4.1.: Visualization of standard and marginalized sampling schemes. (A)
Standard approach. (B) Marginalized approach. (C) Sequential integration of s and σ2 to
obtain p(D|θ).

sentative samples from (4.1) for subsequent analysis (see Section 2.3.3). This means that all

parameters are sampled jointly, disregarding their nature (Figure 4.1A). Standard sampling

is often challenging, even unfeasible for models with large datasets, since the amount of

observable and noise parameters can easily double the full parameter dimensionality, as

seen in e.g. (Bachmann et al., 2011) and (Raimúndez et al., 2020).

In the following, focusing on additive Gaussian noise (2.2) – which is most commonly

used in systems biology (Fröhlich et al., 2019) – combined with scaling constants (2.3),

we determine an analytical marginalization of the posterior distribution with respect to

scaling and noise parameters (Figure 4.1). This yields a lower dimensional posterior, which

can be explored more easily using MCMC sampling or related approaches. We benchmark

the proposed approach with a collection of published models to illustrate its properties.

The method achieves a higher sampling efficiency as it reduces the auto-correlation of the

samples and increases the transition rates between posterior modes. Lastly, we apply it

to the gastric cancer model presented in Chapter 3, which successfully converges to the

posterior, while sampling in the full parameter space failed.

4.2. Marginalization of observable and noise parameters for additive

Gaussian-distributed noise

In this section, we introduce the essence of the proposed method. Firstly, we provide

a detailed mathematical derivation of the analytical marginalization of the posterior
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distribution with respect to scaling and noise parameters. Secondly, we show how the

marginalized parameters can be retrieved. Lastly, we evaluate the performance of the

proposed method in a toy model.

4.2.1. Analytical derivation of the marginal likelihood

For a mechanistic understanding of biological processes, only the vector of the model

parameters θ is required, but not the scaling constants and noise variances (Loos et al.,

2018). Therefore, we considered the marginalization of the posterior distribution (4.1) with

respect to s and σ2, yielding

p(θ|D) =
p(D|θ)p(θ)
p(D)

(4.2)

with p(D|θ) as the marginal likelihood given by

p(D|θ) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
−∞

p(D|θ, s, σ2)p(s, σ2)dsdσ2. (4.3)

For ease of notation, we defined our problem (4.3) in terms of precision λ := 1/σ2, therefore

with λ ∈ R+ and

p(D|θ) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
−∞

p(D|θ, s, λ)p(s, λ)dsdλ. (4.4)

Notation: To simplify the notation introduced in Section 2.1.2, in the following we assume

ny = 1 and ne = 1, and we skip some dependencies of h and write

hk := hiy(x(tk, θ, u
ie), θ, uie).

The likelihood of data given θ for hk under additive Gaussian noise is defined as

p(D|θ, s, λ) =

(
λ

2π

)nt/2
exp

(
−λ

2

nt∑
k=1

(ȳk − s · hk)2

)
,

where nt denotes the number of time points, ȳk denotes the data point and hk the unscaled

observable (i.e. simulation output) for time index k.

To tractably solve (4.4) for an additive Gaussian likelihood, the prior distribution p(s, λ)

has to be chosen appropriately. We assumed a Normal-Gamma-distributed prior for s and
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λ, given by

p(s, λ) = f(s, λ|µ, κ, α, β) = N (s|µ, 1/(κλ)) · Γ(λ|α, β)

=
βα
√
κ

Γ(α)
√

2π
λα−1/2 exp

(
−βλ− κλ(s− µ)2

2

)
, (4.5)

with µ ∈ R and κ, α, β ∈ R+ denoting hyper-parameters of the prior distribution, and

Γ(·) the Gamma function. The Normal-Gamma distribution is the conjugate prior of a

Gaussian distribution with unknown mean and precision, therefore it gives a closed-form

expression for the posterior.

Hence, the evaluation of the integral (4.4) is given by

p(D|θ) =

∫ ∞
0

∫ ∞
−∞

(
λ

2π

)nt/2
exp

(
−λ

2

nt∑
k=1

(ȳk − s · hk)2

)

· βα
√
κ

Γ(α)
√

2π
λα−1/2 exp

(
−βλ− κλ(s− µ)2

2

)
ds dλ.

(4.6)

This two-dimensional integral can be computed employing numerical solvers, however this

would lead to a computational overhead. To avoid this, analytical integration of (4.6) is

preferred. For this, we sequentially integrated out (i) the scaling constants and (ii) the

precision parameters (Figure 4.1C), which we describe in detail in the following.

Starting with (4.6) and after pulling out the constant terms, we obtain

p(D|θ) =
βα
√
κ

Γ(α)(2π)(nt+1)/2

·
∫ ∞

0
λα+(nt−1)/2 exp (−βλ)

∫ ∞
−∞

exp

(
−λ

2

(
nt∑
k=1

(ȳk − s · hk)2 + κ(s− µ)2

))
ds︸ ︷︷ ︸

(∗)

dλ.

(4.7)
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We firstly focused on the evaluation of the integral with respect to s, which is denoted by

(∗)

(∗) =

∫ ∞
−∞

exp

(
−λ

2

(
nt∑
k=1

(ȳk − s · hk)2 + κ(s− µ)2

))
ds

=

∫ ∞
−∞

exp

(
−λ

2

(
κ+

nt∑
k=1

h2
k

)
s2 + λ

(
κµ+

nt∑
k=1

ȳkhk

)
s− λ

2

(
κµ2 +

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k

))
ds.

(4.8)

The integral (4.8) can be solved analytically, since it follows the structure of the Gaussian

integral (Owen, 1980)∫ ∞
−∞

exp
(
−ax2 + bx+ c

)
dx =

√
π

a
exp

(
b2

4a
+ c

)
(4.9)

with constants

a :=
λ

2

(
κ+

nt∑
k=1

h2
k

)
, b := λ

(
κµ+

nt∑
k=1

ȳkhk

)
, and c := −λ

2

(
κµ2 +

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k

)
.

Therefore, we obtain

(∗) =

√
π

λ
2

(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

) exp

(
λ2 (κµ+

∑nt
k=1 ȳkhk)

2

4λ2
(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

) − λ

2

(
κµ2 +

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k

))

=

√
2π

λ
(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

) exp
(
−λĈ

)
with

Ĉ := −1

2

(
(κµ+

∑nt
k=1 ȳkhk)

2(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

) −

(
κµ2 +

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k

))
.

Substitution of (∗) in (4.7) yields

p(D|θ) =
βα
√
κ

Γ(α)(2π)(nt+1)/2

∫ ∞
0

λα+(nt−1)/2 exp (−βλ)

√
2π

λ
(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

) exp
(
−λĈ

)
dλ

=
βα
√
κ

Γ(α)(2π)(nt+1)/2

√
2π(

κ+
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k

) ∫ ∞
0

λα+nt/2−1 exp (−λC) dλ (4.10)

with C := β + Ĉ.
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Using the transformation ω = λC, we get

p(D|θ) =
βα
√
κ

Γ(α)(2π)(nt+1)/2

√
2π(

κ+
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k

) ∫ ∞
0

(ω
C

)α+nt/2−1
exp (−ω)

1

C
dω

=

(
1

C

)z
· βα

√
κ

Γ(α)(2π)(nt+1)/2

√
2π(

κ+
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k

) ∫ ∞
0

ωz−1 exp (−ω) dω (4.11)

with z := α+ nt/2. The Gamma function is defined by the integral in (4.11)∫ ∞
0

ωz−1 exp (−ω) dω = Γ(z). (4.12)

Therefore, we obtain

p(D|θ) =

(
1

C

)z
· βα

√
κ

Γ(α)(2π)(nt+1)/2

√
2π(

κ+
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k

) · Γ(z)

=
(β/C)α

Γ(α)(2πC)nt/2
·
√

κ

κ+
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k

· Γ
(
α+

nt
2

)
. (4.13)

After substituting C, we can use the marginal likelihood (4.13) together with p(θ) to sample

in the reduced space θ (Figure 4.1B). In the remainder of this thesis, we refer to this as

the marginalized approach.

4.2.2. Retrieving the marginalized observable and noise parameters

After deriving p(θ|D), we can recover the marginalized observable and noise parameters s

and λ. These can be obtained by sampling from the conditional distribution p(s, λ|θ,D).

As we assume that the marginalized parameters are Normal-Gamma-distributed, we can

derive the conditional distribution in closed-form.

Sampling the marginalized noise parameters

To construct the conditional probability of the noise parameters given θ and D, we know

from the integrand of (4.10) that λ has – up to a constant – the distribution of a Gamma

distribution, mainly

λ ∼ Gamma(α′ = α+ nt/2, β
′ = C).
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The distribution is well-defined if α′, β′ ∈ R+, which holds for both parameters. While for

α′ this is clear by definition, for β′ we consider the following

C ∈ R+ ⇔ β +
1

2

(
κµ2 +

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k

)
>

1

2

(κµ+
∑nt

k=1 ȳkhk)
2(

κ+
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k

) .

As β > 0 it is sufficient to show that(
κµ2 +

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k

)
≥

(κµ+
∑nt

k=1 ȳkhk)
2(

κ+
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k

) . (4.14)

Then, following Cauchy–Schwarz inequality(
nt∑
k=1

ak · bk

)2

≤

(
nt∑
k=1

a2
k

)
·

(
nt∑
k=1

b2k

)

with ak = yk, bk = hk for 1 ≤ k ≤ nt and ant+1 =
√
κµ, bnt+1 =

√
κ, we receive(

κµ+

nt∑
k=1

ȳkhk

)2

≤

(
κµ2 +

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k

)
·

(
κ+

nt∑
k=1

h2
k

)
.

By dividing through
(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

)
we receive the desired result (4.14).

Sampling the marginalized observable parameters

To construct the conditional probability of the observable parameters s given θ, D and λ,

we consider the integrand of (4.8). We receive

s ∼ exp

(
−λ

2

(
κ+

nt∑
k=1

h2
k

)
s2 + λ

(
κµ+

nt∑
k=1

ȳkhk

)
s

)

∼ exp

−λ
2

(
κ+

nt∑
k=1

h2
k

)(
s−

(κµ+
∑nt

k=1 ȳkhk)(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

) )2


∼ N

(
µ′ =

(κµ+
∑nt

k=1 ȳkhk)(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

) , λ′ = λ

(
κ+

nt∑
k=1

h2
k

))

The distribution is well-defined if µ′ ∈ R and λ′ ∈ R+, which holds for both and is clear by

definition.
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Similarly, as σ2 = 1/λ, we conclude that

σ2 ∼ Inv-Gamma(α′ = α+ nt/2, β
′ = C)

and

s ∼ N

(
µ′ =

(κµ+
∑nt

k=1 ȳkhk)(
κ+

∑nt
k=1 h

2
k

) , (σ′)2 =
σ2(

κ+
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k

)) .
4.2.3. Simulation example using a toy model

We performed a simulation study with a simple model having the minimal number of

dimensions to apply the marginalized approach. We considered a model of a conversion

reaction process (Figure 4.2A). This model describes a reversible chemical reaction, which

converts a biochemical species A to a species B with rate k1, and B to A with rate k−1

(Figure 4.2A). The corresponding ODEs are

ẋ1 = −k1x1 + k−1x2

ẋ2 = k1x1 − k−1x2

for which the state vector x = (x1, x2)T consists of the concentrations of A and B, respec-

tively. We assumed that x2 is measured yielding the observation model

y(t) = s · h(x(t, θ), θ) = s · x2(t). For the evaluation of the proposed method, we generated

one artificial dataset. The dataset was generated with initial conditions x0 = (1, 0.01)T ,

model parameters θ = (k1, k−1)T = (10−1.3, 10−0.1)T , scaling constant s = 10−0.1, and

additive Gaussian noise with variance σ2 = 10−3.0. The dataset is depicted in Figure 4.2E.

To setup a minimal example, we fixed the forward rate k1 to the value used for the synthetic

data generation and only sampled the reverse rate k−1 (Table 4.1, Toy model). Firstly, we

checked whether our analytical integration of the marginal likelihood (4.13) coincided with

the numerical integration of (4.6). We observed a perfect match for a range of different

parameter values (Figure 4.2B). As expected, the evaluation of the analytical marginal

likelihood was substantially faster than the numerical integration (Figure 4.2C). Secondly,

following the workflow presented by Ballnus et al. (2017), we performed 100 independent

MCMC sampling runs using the adaptive Metropolis algorithm (Haario et al. (2001),

Section 2.3.3). All the runs were initialized at the global optima found during multi-start

optimization (Raue et al., 2013b) for the standard and marginalized approach. Here and in

the following, we employ the MCMC sampling quality and convergence measures introduced

in Section 2.3.4 to assess the performance of the standard and marginalized method. We

found a superior performance of the marginalized approach, as the observed effective sample
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Figure 4.2.: Evaluation of the standard and marginalized sampling approach for
the toy model. (A) Model representation. (B) Comparison of analytical vs numerical
integration. (C) Time comparison analytical vs numerical integration. (D) Effective
sample size per unit of time for 100 independent runs. (E) Model fit of the best sample
found during sampling from the standard (orange) and marginalized (purple) approach.
(F–H) Parameter marginal posterior distributions computed using a kernel density estimate
for (F) the model parameter k−1, and the recovered marginalized (G) scaling constant s
and (H) noise variance σ2.

size per unit of time increased by a factor of two, compared to the standard approach

(Figure 4.2D). This indicates that the marginalized approach improved the mixing of the

chains and, hence, provided a more efficient exploration of the parameter space. The model

fit for the best sample found (i.e. maximizing the posterior) coincided for both approaches

(Figure 4.2E) as did the marginal distributions for the model parameter k−1 (Figure 4.2F),

and the recovered marginalized scaling constant s and noise variance σ2 (Figure 4.2G–H).

4.3. Evaluation of the proposed method for three signaling models

In this section, we further study the performance of the proposed method (Figure 4.1B–C)

on a collection of three mathematical models of different signaling processes with published

experimental data. We found that the proposed method was consistently more efficient

than the standard method for all tested models.
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Table 4.1.: Key numbers and features of the considered models. The number of unknown
model parameters nθ, unknown observable parameters nξ and unknown noise parameters
nσ, which are effectively sampled, are reported.

Model ID nθ nξ nσ Feature Reference

Toy model 1 1 1 Minimal example –

M1 13 3 – Signaling pathway I (Fujita et al., 2010)

M2 6 3 3 Signaling pathway II (Boehm et al., 2014)

M3 3 1 1 Bimodal posterior (Leonhardt et al., 2014)

4.3.1. Description of the signaling models

For the evaluation of the marginalized approach, we employed three published mechanistic

models based on ODEs with experimental data (Table 4.1). These models are briefly

described in the following.

M1: Model of EGF-dependent AKT pathway

The model from Fujita et al. (2010) describes an EGF-dependent AKT pathway with 16

unknown parameters in total, of which 13 are model parameters and 3 are scaling constants

(Table 4.1, M1). The available experimental data are a total of 144 data points under 6

different experimental conditions for 3 observables. For each data point, the corresponding

variance of the measurement noise is provided, therefore it does not need to be estimated.

The complete dataset is depicted in Annex Figure C.2.

M2: Model of STAT5 dimerization

The model from Boehm et al. (2014) describes a STAT5 dimerization pathway with 9

unknown parameters in total, of which 6 are model parameters and 3 are noise parameters.

To this model, we have added 3 scaling constants (Table 4.1, M2), one per observable, for

the sake of testing the proposed method. The available experimental data are a total of 48

data points for 3 observables. The complete dataset is depicted in Annex Figure C.4.

Models M1 and M2 were taken from the PEtab benchmark collection which is based on

(Hass et al., 2019) and available at https://github.com/Benchmarking-Initiative/

Benchmark-Models-PEtab.

https://github.com/Benchmarking-Initiative/Benchmark-Models-PEtab
https://github.com/Benchmarking-Initiative/Benchmark-Models-PEtab
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M3: Model of mRNA transfection

The model from Leonhardt et al. (2014) describes an mRNA transfection process in which

cells are transfected with GFP-mRNA. The corresponding ODEs are

ẋ1 = −δ · x1 x1(t0) = m0

ẋ2 = kTL · x1 − β · x2 x2(t0) = 0

where t0 denotes the onset time, kTL the translation rate of mRNA to protein, m0 the

initial number of effectively translated mRNA molecules, and δ and β the degradation

rates of mRNA and protein, respectively. The state vector x = (x1, x2)T consists of

the concentrations of mRNA and protein, respectively. The observable is the protein

concentration, which is given by

y(t) = s · x2(t) = s · kTL ·m0 ·
e−β(t−t0) − e−δ(t−t0)

δ − β
.

The posterior distribution of this model is bimodal as the exchange of the degradation rates

of mRNA δ and protein β results in the same dynamics for the observable. We considered

the product ŝ = s · kTL ·m0 as a single parameter and treated ŝ as a scaling constant,

therefore marginalized together with the noise parameter. Consequently, in our setting this

model consists of 5 unknown parameters in total, of which we have 3 model parameters

θ = (t0, β, δ), one scaling constant ŝ, and one noise parameter (Table 4.1, M3).

4.3.2. Comparison of standard and marginalization-based approach

To further test the performance of the proposed marginalized approach, we considered

a collection of already published models M1–M3 of increasing size and complexity with

experimental data (Table 4.1). For the model M1 the variance of the measurement noise is

not estimated from the data, i.e. it is provided in the measurements, thus only the scaling

constants needed to be estimated on top of the model parameters. Hence, we derived

the corresponding marginal likelihood function integrating only s, which we provide in

Annex D.1.

When using the marginalized approach for the models considered here, we could substan-

tially reduce the dimensionality of the problem to up to half of the original size (Figure 4.3A).

For all models, we performed 50 independent MCMC sampling runs using the parallel

tempering algorithm with 10 temperatures ( Lacki & Miasojedow (2015), Section 2.3.3).

All the runs were initialized at the 10 best local optima found for during multi-start
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Figure 4.3.: Evaluation of the standard and marginalized sampling approach
for the benchmark models. Models M1–M3 are shown from left to right. Results for
the standard approach are shown in orange and marginalized in purple. (A) Number of
sampled parameters. (B) Effective sample size per unit of time. (C) Auto-correlation length.
(D) Model fit of the best sample found during sampling. A subset of the experimental
data is shown for M1 and M2, their complete datasets are depicted in Annex Figures C.2
and C.4.

optimization (Raue et al., 2013b) for the standard and marginalized approach. While

the standard approach worked, we found for all models that the marginalized approach

showed a consistent superior performance in terms of effective sample size per unit of time

(Figure 4.3B) and reduction in the auto-correlation length (Figure 4.3C). This confirmed our

previous observation that the marginalized approach enabled a more efficient exploration of
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the parameter space. Additionally, the model fits for the best sample found were identical

for both approaches (Figure 4.3D) as well as the parameter marginal distributions (Annex

Figures C.1, C.3 and C.5).

4.4. The marginalization-based approach improves transition rates between

posterior modes

A very interesting result was the finding that the marginalized approach was for M3

nearly 50 times more efficient than the standard approach. Since M3 possesses a bimodal

posterior (Table 4.1), we hypothesized that the huge improvement in the performance

could be explained by an increased transition probability between the different posterior

modes provided by the marginalized approach. These transitions occur when a single chain

transitions to the neighboring mode. To confirm our hypothesis that the marginalized

sampling approach improved transition rates between posterior modes within one single

chain, we performed several independent MCMC runs using the single-chain adaptive

Metropolis algorithm (Haario et al., 2001) and considering a wide range of temperature

values for the posterior (4.1) and the marginalized posterior (4.2).

For the standard approach, the tempered versions of the posterior distribution are

p(θ, s, σ2|D)T ∝
(
p(D|θ, s, σ2)p(θ)p(s, σ2)

)1/T
.

Accordingly, for the marginalized approach, the tempered versions of the marginalized

posterior distribution are

p(θ|D)T ∝ (p(D|θ)p(θ))1/T .

We found that for the same temperature value, e.g. T = 16, the standard approach only

explored one mode (Figure 4.4A–B) while in the marginalized approach transitions happened

more frequently, being able to fully explore both modes (Figure 4.4D–E). Furthermore,

we found that in the marginalized approach the transitions occurred already for lower

temperatures than in the standard approach (Figure 4.4C). Our results demonstrate that

by using the marginalized approach, the exploration of the parameter space was more

efficient, and especially beneficial for more complex posteriors. Aiming to explain this

behavior, we analyzed and compared the minimal energy path (Henkelman & Jónsson,

2000) for both approaches. However, our results indicated that the minimal energy path

was practically identical between the two methods (Figure 4.5), which suggested a relation

to the geometry of the paths.
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A
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C

Figure 4.4.: Quantification of the transitions between the posterior modes for
different tempering factors (Tf) for model M3. We refer to tempering factor Tf as
the inverse of temperature T , therefore Tf := 1/T . (A) Parameter trace and (B) marginal
distribution for the model parameter β obtained with the standard approach for Tf = 1/16.
(C) Number of transitions per 106 iterations for a range of Tf values for the standard
(orange) and marginalized approach (purple). (D) Parameter trace and (E) marginal
distribution for the model parameter β obtained with the marginalized approach for
Tf = 1/16. The depicted marginal distributions (B,E) were computed using a kernel
density estimate.

4.5. Application example: A mechanistic model of gastric cancer signaling

The models we have considered until this point to test the marginalized approach ranged

from small to medium size. To further evaluate the power and capabilities of the proposed

method, we selected a substantially larger model: a pathway model used to describe the

dynamics of cetuximab responder and non-responder gastric cancer cell lines, which we

introduced in Chapter 3.

In this section, we focused on the individual cell line model for the MKN1 cell line, as

we found that optimization for this model converged very reliably (Figure 3.3). The

available experimental data for the MKN1 cell line are a total of 303 data points under 106

different experimental conditions for 31 observables. For each data point, the corresponding

variance of the measurement noise is provided, therefore it does not need to be estimated

(Section 3.2.2). Accordingly, we used the derivation presented in Annex D.1, which we also

used for model M1. For details on the model and experimental data, we refer to Chapter 3.
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A B

C D

E

Figure 4.5.: Comparison of the minimal energy path for model M3. Landscape
of the optimized (A,B) posterior and (C,D) marginalized posterior for different fixed
values of the model parameters β and δ. The difference with respect to the maximal
posterior value is depicted. (E) Transition coordinates for the minimal energy path.
The minimal energy paths were constructed using the Python package mep available at
https://github.com/chc273/mep.

This model contains 57 unknown parameters in total, of which 26 are model parameters

and 31 are scaling constants. This implies that, by using our marginalized approach,

we could reduce by more than half the dimensionality of the problem (Figure 4.6A).

We found a perfect agreement (Pearson correlation, r = 1) between the analytical and

numerical evaluation of the integral (Figure 4.6B) which confirmed the correctness of our

analytical integration. For sampling, we employed two different algorithms, namely adaptive

Metropolis (Haario et al., 2001) and parallel tempering ( Lacki & Miasojedow, 2015), and

performed 10 independent runs for each. As reported for M1–M3, the model fit for the

best sample found was indistinguishable for both approaches (Figure 4.6C–D). However,

we found differences in the marginal distributions of the model parameters, e.g., the

marginalized approach found broader parameter distributions than the standard approach

(Figure 4.6E–F). Interestingly, if we focused on the results obtained only by the standard

approach for one of the sampled parameters, a huge variability is shown in the shape of its

marginal distribution across the different runs and algorithms employed (Figure 4.6E). On

the contrary, for the same parameter in the results only by the marginalized approach the

shape of its marginal distribution was overlapping across all realizations (Figure 4.6F) for

https://github.com/chc273/mep
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Figure 4.6.: Convergence of the marginalized approach for the gastric cancer
model. (A) Number of sampled parameters. (B) Scatter plot for the agreement of
analytical and numerical integration. Model fit of the best sample found during sampling
for, (C) a subset of the experimental data and (D) the complete dataset in form of a scatter
plot, the standard (orange) and marginalized approach (purple). Parameter marginal
posterior distribution obtained using the (E) standard and (F) marginalized approach
computed using a kernel density estimate for model parameter θ1. Dimensionality reduction
for all samples from all runs for the (G) standard and (H) marginalized approach using
the UMAP representation. Different shades correspond to individual runs. (E–H) Results
from adaptive Metropolis (top) and parallel tempering (bottom) are shown. The UMAPs
were constructed using the Python package umap (McInnes et al., 2018).

all runs. To verify that the behavior observed for the parameter shown in Figure 4.6E–F is

present in all other parameters, we analyzed the overall agreement of all parameter samples

across all available runs for the standard and marginalized approach using the uniform

manifold approximation and projection (UMAP) representation. We found that while in

the standard approach all the individual runs clustered independently (Figure 4.6G), in the

marginalized approach they were indistinguishable (Figure 4.6H). This revealed that: (i) in

the marginalized approach all the individual runs actually converged closer to the posterior

since all of them found the same distribution, and (ii) the standard approach failed for both
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algorithms considered here. Our results suggest that the marginalized sampling approach

is an excellent candidate for Bayesian parameter inference in large models with relative

measurements.

In summary, the application of our marginalized approach to Bayesian inference for models

with relative measurement data shows consistently that our approach yields the same

marginal distributions for the parameters as the standard approach, while being highly

more efficient in exploring the parameter space and enabling Bayesian inference of larger

models, which was not possible before with the standard approach.

4.6. Summary and discussion

Bayesian parameter estimation for models with relative data requires, on top of the

assumption of a statistical noise model, observable parameters, such as scaling or offset

constants (Raue et al., 2013b). This leads to an increased dimensionality of the estimation

problem, which in cases can imply an unfeasible assessment of the posterior distribution. To

circumvent this, we introduced a framework in which we marginalize out these additional

dimensions for additive Gaussian noise.

We evaluated the performance of our marginalized approach and compared it to the

standard approach for four published models, with differences in their complexity. We

showed a higher efficiency of the marginalized approach in terms of: (i) increased effective

sample size per unit of time, and (ii) increased transition probabilities between posterior

modes. We found our approach to be not only more efficient in exploring the parameter

space, but also enabling the assessment of the posterior distribution for larger models,

specifically the gastric cancer model presented in Chapter 3, for which the standard

approach failed.

In this thesis, we mainly focused on the assessment of parameter uncertainties. However,

this approach is also applicable for the evaluation of prediction uncertainties (Raue et al.,

2013a). In (Villaverde et al., 2019) we found that the performance of standard MCMC

sampling for prediction uncertainty quantification could suffer from convergence problems,

especially for large models. This could be circumvented by using the marginalized approach,

which was not available before.

The approach presented here is not limited to relative measurement data, but also applicable

to absolute measurements. Since for these, the noise parameters would still have to be

inferred. We provide the derivation in Annex D.2. Also, our approach can be used for

combinations of relative and absolute data, and it is applicable to different measurement
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process functions, e.g. offset constants (and their combination with scaling constants), and

noise models, e.g. Laplace-distributed noise. In (Fedders, 2021), a Bachelor thesis that I

supervised, we provided the marginalization-based approach for offset parameters under

additive Gaussian noise.

The choice of conjugate priors for the marginalized parameters eased the analytical deriva-

tion of the marginal posterior. Yet, this implies in our case that observable and noise

parameters are not independent. Mostly, this is not a problem since both parameters are

related to the measurement process. However, in some cases, it may be that it is known that

they are independent, therefore other prior distribution assumptions must be considered.

It should be noted that the concept of marginalization is not restricted to integrals that are

analytically solvable, but also numerical integration schemes can be considered. However,

this would in part increase the required computation time (as observed in Figure 4.2C),

but very likely the improved mixing properties would be maintained.

Our proposed approach is not bounded to only models based on ODEs, but in practise it

can also be used with other types of models, e.g. based on partial or stochastic differential

equations, as just the model simulation outputs and experimental data are needed. Fur-

thermore, this method is widely applicable to mathematical models from different research

fields, such as engineering, physics and ecology.

There exist MCMC algorithms that use the gradient information of the posterior, such

as Hamilton Monte Carlo sampling (Graham & Storkey, 2017; Hoffman & Gelman, 2014)

or the Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm (Girolami & Calderhead, 2011). To apply

our method to these samplers, derivatives of the marginal likelihood function need to be

implemented.

In summary, the proposed approach provides a powerful tool for Bayesian parameter

inference for mathematical models with observation-related parameters by reducing the

dimension of the parameter space. It substantially benefits the efficiency of sampling-based

approaches, and renders the generation of representative posterior samples for large models

possible.





Chapter 5

Summary and conclusion

Mathematical models can be used to gain mechanistic insights into biological systems.

Frequently, a biological question triggers a cyclic process which involves: (i) data collection

and model development, (ii) parameter estimation, and (iii) uncertainty analysis. All

these steps are interconnected and give rise to an iterative process with feedback loops

between the different stages. Each step possesses different challenges depending on the

biological questions and data types considered. In this thesis, we covered all these stages

and addressed the research questions posed in Section 1.3. To address these challenges,

we first introduced the necessary mathematical background and notation in Chapter 2.

Based on this, the contributions of this thesis to tackle the open problems were presented

in Chapters 3 and 4.

In Chapter 3, we helped addressing the lack of mathematical models in the context of

gastric cancer research and we provided a basis for the understanding of the heterogeneity

in patient response to cetuximab treatment. For this, we built a collection of mechanistic

models based on ODEs describing the EGFR, the AKT and the ERK signaling pathways

in a cetuximab responder and non-responder cell line. This model collection considered

different potential sources of variability between the responder and non-responder cell

line beyond their expression and mutation patterns. We found the model including cell

line specific differences in only the EGFR turnover dynamics to be the most appropriate

based on the AIC, which was supported by previous experimental studies. Parameter

uncertainty analysis on the optimal candidate model revealed that less than 50% of the

parameters were practically identifiable. In spite of this, the optimal model was able to

reliably predict the response to multiple validation experiments. Furthermore, we employed

the optimal model to predict response and resistance factors, in particular EGFR and

MMET abundance which were experimentally confirmed by knockdown experiments. All

these successful validations indicated that our proposed mechanistic model could be used to

guide biomarker discovery in cetuximab treatment. Moreover, the model was implemented

employing the SBML and PEtab standard formats, making it easily reusable to other

researchers.
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In Chapter 4, we tackled the limited applicability of sampling-based methods for Bayesian

parameter inference to large models, in particular when these are calibrated on relative

measurement data. In this specific case, observable and noise parameters need to be

considered, hence increasing the dimensionality of the estimation problem. To this end,

we proposed a marginalization-based approach that integrates over observation-related

parameters. Under the assumption of additive Gaussian noise, we obtained the marginal

likelihood – which only depends on the model parameters – by analytically integrating over

the observable and noise parameters. Our proposed approach yielded a lower-dimensional

posterior that can be explored more easily using sampling-based methods. Then, we

derived the distributions to sample and retrieve the marginalized parameters. We tested

the performance of our method in a collection of published models. Firstly, we found that

the marginalization-based approach provided the same posterior distribution as sampling

in the full parameter space. Secondly, we obtained a higher exploration efficiency in the

parameter space in terms of increased effective sample size per unit of time and improved

transition rates between posterior modes. Lastly, we showed how our method enabled the

Bayesian quantification of parameter uncertainty in a large model, specifically the gastric

cancer model presented in Chapter 3, which failed for standard methods. All these findings

suggested that the marginalization-based approach is an excellent candidate for Bayesian

parameter inference in models with observation-related parameters.

We discussed ideas for possible extensions of all contributions of this thesis in the correspond-

ing Sections 3.6 and 4.6. These ideas comprised the extension of the marginalization-based

approach to additional observable formulations and noise models, or the derivation of

first-order derivatives of the marginal posterior. A further possible extension would be

the gradient calculation via adjoint sensitivity analysis (Fröhlich et al., 2019; Schmiester

et al., 2019). These extensions would improve even further the scalability of the proposed

approach to large-scale models, such as the pan-cancer model introduced by Fröhlich

et al. (2018). In Chapter 4, we only applied our approach to the mechanistic model for

the cetuximab responder cell line, but we did not consider the integrated model for the

cetuximab responder and non-responder as optimization was more challenging. With the

method extensions previously mentioned, a global and exhaustive analysis of parameter

and prediction uncertainties using MCMC sampling could be performed for the integrated

model. This would provide additional mechanistic insights into the differences between

both cell lines. We could consider further extensions of the integrated model to include

spatial information, such as partial differential equations or more advanced agent-based

models, or to include additional immunotherapy treatments targeting other members of

the HER family, such as trastuzumab an anti-HER2 antibody. For the latter, part of the

cell line experimental data that we published in (Ebert et al., 2020) and patient data that
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we presented in (Haffner et al., 2021) could be employed for model calibration (on top of

additional data sources). Moreover, the combination of trastuzumab with pembrolizumab,

which is an anti-PD-1 antibody, has been shown to significantly improve treatment response

(Janjigian et al., 2021).

To conclude this thesis, we developed (i) an integrated mathematical model to describe

cetuximab response in multiple gastric cancer cell lines and (ii) an efficient method

for Bayesian parameter inference based on the marginalization of observation-related

parameters. For the first main contribution (i), we demonstrated the suitability and

potential of the integrated model under an exhaustive array of analyses. For the second

main contribution (ii), we showed that the proposed method could be used on real-

application examples to substantially ease the assessment of parameter uncertainties and

enable the integration of larger datasets with larger models. This demonstrates that the

contributions developed in this thesis pave the way towards the aim of systems biology

facilitating a deeper, holistic and mechanistic understanding of biological systems.





Appendix

A. PubMed search query terms

To generate Figure 1.1, we employed the following search query terms:

• For cancer – without distinction of types, labelled as All cancer in Figure 1.1:

(“computational model” OR “mechanistic model” OR “mathematical model”) AND

“cancer”.

• For breast cancer:

(“computational model” OR “mechanistic model” OR “mathematical model”) AND

“breast cancer”.

• For lung cancer:

(“computational model” OR “mechanistic model” OR “mathematical model”) AND

“lung cancer”.

• For gastric cancer:

(“computational model” OR “mechanistic model” OR “mathematical model”) AND

(“stomach cancer” OR “gastric cancer”).
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B. Complete model-data fit of the considered gastric cancer models
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Figure B.1.: Overview on model simulation and data correlation for multiple parameter
sets on the individual cell line models. Boxplots for the overall agreement of experimental
data and model simulation for, (A) the best 10 parameter sets, (B) the best 50 parameter
sets, and (C) the best 100 parameter sets. The individual model fits for Hs746T and MKN1
cells are shown. Adapted from Figure S7 of the thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez
et al., 2020).
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Figure B.2.: Model-data comparison for the MKN1 cell line, for datasets not depicted
in Figure 3.3. (A-B) Time response to different EGF concentrations in starvation culture
media (HM). (C) Dose response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation at 3 min in rich culture
media (FM). (D) Dose response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation at 3 min in starvation
culture media (HM). (E) Dose response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation at 0, 1, 15
and 30 min in full (FM) and starvation culture media (HM). (C-E) Specific EGF and
cetuximab concentrations are shown along the X axis. Adapted from Figure S3 of the
thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).
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Figure B.3.: Model-data comparison for the Hs746T cell line, for datasets not depicted
in Figure 3.4. (A) Time response to EGF stimulation in starvation culture media (HM).
(B) Time response to EGF stimulation in full (FM) and starvation culture media (HM).
(C) Time response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation in rich culture media (FM). (D) Dose
response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation at 3 min in rich culture media (FM). (E) Dose
response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation at 3 min in starvation culture media (HM).
(D-E) Specific EGF and cetuximab concentrations are shown along the X axis. Adapted
from Figure S4 of the thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).
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Figure B.4.: Model-data comparison for the combined fitting of MKN1 and Hs746T
cell lines, for datasets not depicted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Model fits for the best
model (M5). (A) Time response to EGF stimulation in starvation culture media (HM).
(B) Dose response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation at 3 min in rich culture media (FM).
(C) Dose response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation at 3 min in starvation culture media
(HM). (D) Time response to EGF stimulation of Hs746T cells in full (FM) and starvation
culture media (HM). (A-C) Experimental data for both cell lines. (B-C) Specific EGF
and cetuximab concentrations are shown along the X axis. Adapted from Figure S5 of the
thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez et al., 2020).
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Figure B.5.: Model-data comparison for the combined fitting of MKN1 and Hs746T
cell lines, for datasets not depicted in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. Model fits for the best model
(M5). (A) Time response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation of MKN1 cells in starvation
culture media (HM). (B) Time response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation of Hs746T
cells in rich culture media (FM). (C) Dose response to EGF and cetuximab stimulation
at 0, 1, 15 and 30 min of MKN1 cells in rich (FM) and starvation culture media (HM).
Specific EGF and cetuximab concentrations, time points and culture media, are shown
along the X axis. Adapted from Figure S6 of the thesis author’s publication (Raimúndez
et al., 2020).
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Model prediction of pAKT insensitivity to cetuximab treatment in MKN1 cells
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Figure B.6.: Expression of wild-type PI3K recovers pAKT levels sensitivity to cetuximab
treatment in MKN1 cell line. Model prediction of time response of wild-type PI3K (black
line) shows a reduction in AKT activity compared to PI3K p.E545K (red line), which
remains insensitive. The signal is normalized with respect to the maximum activity level
for each observed component. Adapted from Figure S2 of the thesis author’s publication
(Raimúndez et al., 2020).
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C. Parameter distributions and complete model-data fit of models M1–M3
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Figure C.1.: Parameter marginal posterior distributions computed using a ker-
nel density estimate for model M1. The marginalized parameters correspond to those
denoted with scaling ∗.
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Figure C.2.: Complete dataset and model fit for model M1. Model simulation of the
best sample found for the standard approach is depicted in orange and for the marginalized
approach in purple. Different shades indicate different experimental conditions.
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Figure C.3.: Parameter marginal posterior distributions computed using a ker-
nel density estimate for model M2. The marginalized parameters correspond to those
denoted with scaling ∗ and precision ∗.
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Figure C.4.: Complete dataset and model fit for model M2. Model simulation
of the best sample found for the standard approach is depicted in orange and for the
marginalized approach in purple.
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Figure C.5.: Parameter marginal posterior distributions computed using a ker-
nel density estimate for model M3. The marginalized parameters correspond to ŝ
and precision.

D. Marginalization-based approach for additional observable structures under

additive Gaussian noise

Here, we provide the derivation of the marginalization-based approach for additional

observable structures as mentioned in Chapter 4 and we use the notation employed therein.

D.1. Relative measurement data with known variance of the measurement noise

In the case that the variance (or standard deviation) of the measurement noise is known

(i.e. measured), we still need to infer the values for the scaling parameters s. Hence, we

present here the corresponding marginalization assuming a Gaussian-distributed prior given

by

p(s) =

(
λ̂

2π

)1/2

exp

(
− λ̂

2
(s− µ)2

)
where µ ∈ R and λ̂ ∈ R+ are the known mean and precision of s respectively.

We start with

p(D|θ) =

(
λ

2π

)nt/2 ∫ ∞
−∞

exp

(
−λ

2

nt∑
k=1

(yk − s · hk)
2

)
p(s) ds︸ ︷︷ ︸

(∗)

(D.1)
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(D.2)

and with constants

a :=
1

2

(
λ

nt∑
k=1

h2
k + λ̂

)
, b :=

(
λ

nt∑
k=1

ȳkhk + λ̂µ

)
, c := −1

2

(
λ

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k + λ̂µ2

)
.

We can solve (∗) using (4.9), therefore we obtain
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k=1 ȳkhk + λ̂µ
)2

λ
∑nt

k=1 h
2
k + λ̂

− λ
nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k − λ̂µ2




=

(
λ̂

C

)1/2

exp

1

2


(
λ
∑nt

k=1 ȳkhk + λ̂µ
)2

C
− λ

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k − λ̂µ2




with

C := λ

nt∑
k=1

h2
k + λ̂.

Substitution of (∗) in (D.1) yields

p(D|θ) =

(
λ

2π

)nt/2( λ̂
C

)1/2

exp

1

2


(
λ
∑nt

k=1 ȳkhk + λ̂µ
)2

C
− λ

nt∑
k=1

ȳ2
k − λ̂µ2


 .

Similarly, in the case of having time-point specific variances, we can generalize to

p(D|θ) =

(
1

2π

)nt/2( λ̂
C

)1/2( nt∏
k=1

λk

)1/2

exp

1

2


(∑nt

k=1 λkȳkhk + λ̂µ
)2

C
−

nt∑
k=1

λkȳ
2
k − λ̂µ2
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with C :=
∑nt

k=1 λkh
2
k + λ̂.

Retrieving the marginalized observable parameters

For s we can consider the integrand of (D.2). We receive

s ∼ exp

(
−1

2

(
nt∑
k=1

λkh
2
k + λ̂

)
s2 +

(
nt∑
k=1

λkȳkhk + λ̂µ

)
s

)

∼ exp

−1

2

(
s− (

∑nt
k=1 λkȳkhk+λ̂µ)

(
∑nt
k=1 λkh

2
k+λ̂)

)2

1/
(∑nt

k=1 λkh
2
k + λ̂

)


∼ N

µ′ =
(∑nt

k=1 λkȳkhk + λ̂µ
)

(∑nt
k=1 λkh

2
k + λ̂

) , (σ′)2 =

(
nt∑
k=1

λkh
2
k + λ̂

)−1


The distribution is well-defined if µ′ ∈ R and (σ′)2 ∈ R+, which holds for both and is clear

by definition.

D.2. Absolute measurement data with unknown variance of the measurement noise

Sometimes the experimental data available is absolute, therefore there is no need to include

scaling parameters. However, noise parameters (σ2) need to be inferred. We present here

the marginalization of the likelihood for the case of absolute data, i.e. only integrating

out σ2, assuming a Gamma-distributed prior given by

p(λ) =
βα

Γ(α)
λα−1 exp (−βλ) , where λ := 1/σ2,

and with α, β ∈ R+ denoting the hyper-parameters of the prior distribution, and Γ(·) the

Gamma function.

We start with

p(D|θ) =

∫ ∞
0

(
λ

2π

)nt/2
exp

(
−λ

2

nt∑
k=1

(yk − hk)
2

)
βα

Γ(α)
λα−1 exp (−βλ) dλ

=

(
1

2π

)nt/2 βα

Γ(α)

∫ ∞
0

λ(nt/2)+α−1 exp

(
−λ

2

nt∑
k=1

(yk − hk)
2 − βλ

)
dλ

=

(
1

2π

)nt/2 βα

Γ(α)

∫ ∞
0

λ(nt/2)+α−1 exp (−λC) dλ (D.3)
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with

C := β +
1

2

nt∑
k=1

(yk − hk)
2 .

Using the transformation ω = λC, we get

p(D|θ) =

(
1

2π

)nt/2 βα

Γ(α)

∫ ∞
0

(ω
C

)(nt/2)+α−1
exp (−ω)

1

C
dω

=

(
1

2π

)nt/2 βα

Γ(α)

(
1

C

)(nt/2)+α ∫ ∞
0

ω(nt/2)+α−1 exp (−ω) dω

=

(
1

2π

)nt/2 βα

Γ(α)

(
1

C

)z ∫ ∞
0

ωz−1 exp (−ω) dω (D.4)

with z := α+ nt/2.

As the integral in (D.4) follows the form of (4.12), we obtain

p(D|θ) =

(
1

2π

)nt/2 βα

Γ(α)

(
1

C

)α+nt/2

· Γ
(
α+

nt
2

)
=

(β/C)α

Γ(α)(2πC)nt/2
· Γ
(
α+

nt
2

)
. (D.5)

After substituting C, we finally obtain the marginal likelihood (D.5) for absolute data with

unknown variance of the measurement noise.

Retrieving the marginalized noise parameters

We know from the integrand of (D.3) that λ has – up to a constant – the distribution of a

Gamma distribution, mainly

λ ∼ Gamma(α′ = α+
nt
2
, β′ = C).

The distribution is well-defined if α′, β′ ∈ R+, which holds for both and is clear by definition.

Similarly, as σ2 = 1/λ, we conclude that

σ2 ∼ Inv-Gamma(α′ = α+
nt
2
, β′ = C).
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